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Nanotechnology has paved the way for the research and development of new classes 

of materials and how we use them. With the desire to decrease the size of devices all while 

having advanced properties, research in this field and the development of small-scale 

experimental techniques has become significantly important. Materials can deform in 

elastically or plastically when an external load is applied. If elastically deforming a material, 

the material can then fully recover when unloading and there is no permanent damage to the 

shape or the structure of the material. When plastically deforming, this means that the materials 

shape cannot be recovered and that there is permanent damage done to the material. However, 

in some unique cases, even after a large amount of plastic deformation, the shape of a material 

can be recovered through a reversible phase transformation. Due to this reversible phase 

transformation, it is possible to have a high recoverable strain. This phenomenon is called 

superelasticity (or pseudo-elasticity). 

Shape memory effect is closely related to superelasticity because shape memory 

materials have the capability to recover their original shape after a significant amount of 

deformation when they are subjected to certain stimuli, for instance, heat or magnetic fields, 

which induces the reversible phase transformation. Superelastic (shape memory) performance 

is usually measured by the maximum elastic strain or the maximum absorption of deformation 

energy prior to yielding (the modulus of resilience). When these values are larger, superelastic 

materials can exhibit a better actuation power, i.e., return the higher work to an external 

environment, which is usable to generate the mechanical motion for device switching, precise  
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robotic motion, telescope lens control, etc. 

However, the performance of conventional shape memory materials, such as Ni-Ti 

alloys, is often limited by the energetics and geometry of the martensitic-austenitic phase 

transformation. In order to achieve the better superelastic performance, it is necessary to 

identify a class of materials with a different structure and different superelasticity mechanism. 

Here, we report the discovery of a unique shape memory behavior in CaFe2As2, which exhibits 

unprecedented superelasticity with over 13% recoverable strain, over 3 GPa yield strength, 

repeatable stress-strain response even at the micrometer scale, and cryogenic linear shape 

memory effects near 50 K. These properties are achieved through a reversible uni-axial phase 

transformation mechanism, the tetragonal/orthorhombic-to-collapsed tetragonal phase 

transformation by making and breaking As- As bonds. This uniaxial process is entirely distinct 

from the conventional shear-based superelastic mechanism, martensite-austenite phase 

transformation of conventional shape memory alloys and ceramics. Notably, this large elastic 

strain could make strain-engineering possible and would lead to the development of 

mechanically switchable functional materials for cryogenic shape memory devices and 

cryogenic actuators operating under uniaxial mechanical loading, which is a favorable 

switching loading mode in engineering devices. Note that the ThCr2Si2-structure, and its 

hybrid structures, are considered to be one of the most populous of all crystal structure types. 

Thus, our observation can be extended to search for a large group of superelastic and strain-

engineer-able functional materials, and, more broadly, will lead to various research 

opportunities in materials science, solid-state physics, device engineering, and machine-

learning-based materials research. 
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1  

Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 

 

 
1.1. General overview 

 
The advancements of nanotechnology overtime have taken on a significant role in the 

development and synthesis of new classes of materials and devices in a variety of industries. 

Nanotechnology has already allowed us to create new classes of materials such as nanowires, 

nanotubes, nano-particles, etc. These small-scale structures have been extensively studied for 

applications such as microelectronics (CPUs, sensors, nano-electro-mechanical systems or 

MEMS/NEMS), reinforced composites, thermal/abradable coatings, advancements in 

batteries, and energy to name a few. One of the most important features or issues that revolve 

around the development of these devices is the mechanical stability of components during 

production or while in service. Plastic deformation which can lead to the fracture of these small 

components can lead to local disruption in the connection between components causing a 

failure in the device or a catastrophic malfunction. It is desired that these small components 

remain as stable and intact for as long as possible through many cycles during use. Therefore, 

engineers must carefully design material structures in which high concentrations of stresses 

are avoided and select materials in which their mechanical properties would be best suited for 

the application in order to achieve the most reliable and high-performance device possible. 

Selecting materials based on their mechanical properties, from a mechanical 

engineering point of view, means choosing between a variety of parameters such as Young’s 

modulus, Poisson’s ratio, ductility, yield strength, fracture strength, etc. During the design 

phase of a new material or application, Young’s modulus and yield strength are some of the 

most important parameters because they relate to the initial and then permanent shape change 
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of a material under tensile or compressive loading conditions. The strength of materials has 

always been an important and well research topic in both industry and academic research. With 

the implication of nanotechnology upon us, it is even more important to understand the 

mechanical properties of materials at small length scales.  

There is a growing need for the testing of small materials and the measuring of their 

mechanical properties. Many new materials and even devices have the need for small scale 

testing due to the ability of processing of these materials or the physical space that these 

nano/micro devices take up. Understanding their properties at these small scales is necessary 

for fundamental research on their mechanical properties and for engineering applications. The 

development of nanomechanical testing systems and ways to characterize mechanical 

properties is desired. With the ever growing need to downsize computer processors, MEMS 

devices and other forms of micro and nanotechnology, it is important to be able to test the 

mechanical properties of the materials used for these applications at such small scales. 

The strength of materials in particular at small length scales has been known to vary 

from that of the bulk scale 2,11,12. Recently, size effect on the strength of materials and other 

mechanical properties has been observed and studied in areas such as thin films and how yield 

strength depends on thickness of these metallic films13, depth dependence on hardness during 

indentation experiments14, and increases in yield strength and flow stresses at smaller length 

scales12,15. This research, especially that involving the strength of metals at micrometer and 

nanometer scales, has typically involved the technique of uniaxial compression testing of 

micropillars which has revealed that the strength of these metals is dependent on the size and 

length of the pillars, further confirming the phrase “Smaller is Stronger”, even in the absence 

of any significant strain gradients2,12,15. Another term used by the small scale community is 
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“Smaller is More Ductile (Tougher)” where materials become more ductile as size decreases. It 

has been observed that brittle materials begin to show some ductility at smaller length scales. As 

the size of specimen decrease the probability of defects and cracks begins to decrease. 

The study and development of advanced devices and the creation of new classes of 

materials up until now has been largely due to nanotechnology. In order to have a structurally 

sound device in the application of these nano-materials however, the understanding of the 

mechanical properties of materials at small length scales is of great importance. Current 

research up until today has been highly concentrated on single-crystalline metals and materials, 

which leaves a wide range of opportunities to study materials with different microstructures 

and also in different environments, such as cryogenic or high temperature environments. Given 

the advancements in technology and the improvements in experimentation, further 

understanding of the mechanical properties of materials at small length scales and the creation 

of new classes of materials has no limit. 

 

1.2. Micro-mechanical testing at small length scales 

 

1.2.1. Experimental development 

 

Mechanical testing becomes difficult to perform as length scales begin to decrease. At 

small length scales the most difficult aspects of mechanical testing include: controlling the 

geometry of the sample, aligning the sample during testing, and gripping the sample, if tensile 

testing is applied. On the micro- and nanometer scales, visualization of features of these sizes 

are not possible without the aid of a microscope. For these purposes and the need for high 

resolution images, scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) and transmission electron 

microscopes (TEMs) are used to align samples, however they have a limited space for 
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manipulation of samples. In terms of sample geometry, this is also easy to control at small 

length scales, such as nanowires or nanoflakes that grow along certain orientations and 

directions. Lastly, the most significant issue for small scale testing is gripping the sample 

during micro-tensile testing. Due to the size of the sample, holding it reliably without damaging 

sample is very difficult. These three issues have been the principle challenges when conducting 

mechanical testing under small length scales. 

Focused-ion beam (FIB) milling of micropillars and uniaxial microcompression testing 

using the flat punch tip of a nanoindenter are techniques that were introduced in 2004 by Uchic 

et al. in order to conduct mechanical testing at small length scales 1,2. An image of the nickel 

micropillar pre and post microcompression testing can be seen in Figure 1.1. This experimental 

technique introduced a way to remedy the three issues in small-scale mechanical testing. FIB 

milling uses Ga+ ions to fabricate mechanically testable features such as micropillars, which 

range from tens of microns down to 100 nm in diameter, on the surface of a bulk material 

sample. This method not only allows the user to create small samples, but also a very precise 

way to control the dimensions. Cylindrical pillars with circular cross sections are the most 

preferred geometry due to the ease of milling and minimized stress concentrations as one 

would see in at the corners of pillars with square cross sections. Milling these pillars on a bulk 

sample make handling easier and a conventional mount can still be utilized when transferring 

back and forth between the SEM and nanoindenter. The location of pillars can be found under 

an optical microscope or within an SEM and mechanical testing can be performed using 

nanoindentation. Under compression, gripping the sample is not an issue, and if mounted the 

right way, typical misalignment of the sample and micropillar is negligible. Due to the 

simplicity of this technique introduced by Uchic et al., microcompression testing has become 
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a very popular field of experimental testing to determine the mechanical properties of materials 

at small scales. The technique of micropillar compression has aided to the development of 

other advanced techniques. A nanoindenter system can be installed in a TEM, making it 

possible to observe how the microstructure of a sample evolves under mechanical testing, 

which makes it possible to see how the mechanical properties of a material is affected by any 

changes in the microstructure. 

 

1.2.2. Mechanical properties at small length scales 

 

Mechanical properties of materials, in this case single-crystalline metals, typically have 

been found to have a couple distinct differences then their bulk properties. These include the 

“Smaller is Stronger” and “plastic flow is intermittent” distinctions. The “Smaller is Stronger” 

distinction has confirmed the existence of size effect on the flow stress of different kinds of 

metals at a fixed strain. This can be attributed to the likelihood of a metal containing a defect. 

Defects in a material determine how, when and at what flow stress a material might begin to 

fail. As the size of a test sample decreases, it has been said that the likelihood of finding a defect 

or the probability of dislocations being present also decreases, which inadvertently increases 

the overall strength. Previous research which has been conducted at fixed strains between 1 

and 10% and diameters ranging from 10 µm to submicron have shown a power-law 

dependence in the strength of FCC and BCC single crystalline metals. Figure 1.2 shows this 

power-law dependence, which can also be described by 

𝜎 = Ad−𝑛, (1.1) 

 
where A is a constant, d is the diameter of the cylindrical pillar and n is the power-law 

exponent. Typical power-law exponents for FCC single crystalline metals range from 0.61 to 
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0.97 1 and BCC single crystalline metals range from 0.21 to 0.48 1. This shows that the scaling 

exponent is dependent on the material, however, the physical origin of this exponent has been 

said to be connected to some critical temperature, a reference stress and Peierls stress 1. 

For metals at small scales, there is a second distinction of mechanical properties, plastic 

flow is intermittent under plastic deformation. A stress-strain curve for a bulk crystal under 

deformation shows a smooth curve, as compared to discrete strain bursts which is observed in 

the deformation of these crystals at small scales 1. Figure 1.3 shows the stress-strain curves 

associated with Ni micropillars in which a range of diameters were used under deformation. 

These micropillars ranged from bulk down to 5µm in diameter 2. Here the bulk metal shows a 

smooth stress-strain curve, whereas the micropillars observe a step-like stress-strain curve, 

which is due the intermittent operation of dislocation sources. These dislocation sources intern 

produce many dislocations which lead to jumps in the dislocations, causing strain bursts in the 

stress-strain curve. These strain bursts are not captured on the bulk scale due the size of the 

bursts being much smaller than the dimension of the sample. At smaller scales, such as in 

micropillars, these strain bursts are comparable to the dimension of the micropillars. Due to 

this, each burst significantly changes the shape of the sample as seen in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1. Nickel micropillar pre and post compression testing1 

 

 
 

 

Sample Size (µm) 

 

Figure 1.2. Power-law dependence graph of various metals1
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Figure 1.3. Stress-strain curves of nickel micropillars under compression testing with varying 

diameters2
 

 
 

 

Brittle fracture is highly sensitive to the size and distribution of defects including 

surface imperfections or microcracks. As the sample volume decreases, there is a statistically 

lower probability of finding large defects in the material, which are potential crack initiation 

sites. Thus, the potential for fracture to be suppressed and fracture strength could increase 

through size reduction. (Note that fracture toughness, which is a material property, does not 

change). This is closely related to the weakest-link mechanism.  

The Griffith criterion also supports this idea since the crack opening stress, fracture 

strength, increases as the size of the defect decreases. A smaller sample would most likely 

have smaller defects, in turn exhibiting higher fracture strength. If the fracture strength of a 

material is greater than its yield strength, which is the stress required for dislocation motion, 

through size reduction, a brittle material would exhibit dislocation plasticity. In doing so, this 
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would lead to an enhancement in ductility. This is called the “Smaller is More Ductile 

(Tougher)” behavior. Microcompression of Si107, GaAs108, and quasicrystal nanopillars 

revealed that they become ductile when the diameter becomes less than 200 nm (Figure 1.4)109. 

Post-mortem transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of GaAs micropillar showed 

significant dislocation activities near slip planes, which cannot be observed in bulk GaAs 

where the fracture strength is lower than the yield strength. This scheme was also applied even 

to an amorphous material such as brittle bulk metallic glasses (Figure 1.4(c))110,111. Therefore, 

sample dimension influences the ductility of materials, and smaller materials could exhibit 

more ductility, especially at the micrometer scale, based on the weakest link mechanism and 

the Griffith criterion. 

 
 

 

Figure 1.4. “Smaller is More Ductile” behavior in (a) Si micropillars107, (b) GaAs micropillar 
108, and (c) bulk metallic glass micropillar (tension)110. (d) Post-mortem TEM image of GaAs 

micropillar after compression shows the significant dislocation activities even at room 

temperature111. 
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1.3. Superelasticity and Shape Memory Materials 

 

1.3.1. Deformation-induced Phase Transformation 

 

When a material is subject to an external load, it can either deform elastically or 

plastically. If elastic deformation occurs, then the material can fully recover when unloaded, 

and there is no permanent damage to the shape or structure of the material 17,18. If an applied 

stress is sufficiently high enough, however, materials tend to deform plastically where the 

shape cannot be recovered. This deformation process involves a permanent shape change and 

rearrangement of bonds 19. There is a unique circumstance in which even after a large amount 

of plastic deformation the shape of the material can be recovered through a reversible phase 

transformation. This transformation can be induced through different stimuli such as 

temperature or the application of a magnetic field 20– 22. This type of material is called a shape 

memory material.  Due to this reversible phase transformation, it is possible to have a high 

recoverable strain. This phenomenon is called superelasticity (or pseudo-elasticity) 21. A typical 

deformation-induced phase transformation found in many shape memory materials is a 

martensite-austenite phase transformation. At high temperatures and no loading, the austenite 

phase is stable and when strained, an unstable or deformed martensite phase is produced. This 

phase transition is reversible and produced a large recoverable strain, the phenomena of 

superelasticity. At lower temperatures, the twinned martensite phase is apparent and upon 

loading, the deformed martensite phase is metastable. Here with the application of heat, a 

magnetic or electrical current the martensite phase can be transformed back to the austenite 

phase. Figure 1.5 shows a schematic of the martensite-austenite phase transformation process 

described above. This deformation-induced phase transformation is usually highly sensitive to 

the existence of defects such as impurities, precipitates, dislocations and interfaces; as well as 
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temperature. Therefore, it is important to understand how the microstructure, compositions and 

temperature influences the phase transformation process and how they are related to the 

mechanical response of shape memory materials in order to develop new structural materials 

with enhanced superelastic and shape memory performances. 

 

1.3.2. Shape memory materials 

 

Shape memory materials have been extensively investigated in areas such as 

bioengineering (self-expanding stents, dental wires, hydrogels), fire security/protection 

systems (switches), aerospace (actuators and MEMs devices), and sporting goods (golf clubs 

and baseball bats). This is due to the fact that the reversibility of the phase transformation 

allows the shape memory material to exert a force or mechanical work back on the external 

environment 23–30. Hence, when selecting a shape memory material for an application, the 

maximum work capacity is an important factor to consider. This maximum work capacity can 

be obtained by integrating a stress-strain curve within elastic regime. This integration of loading 

and unloading curves produces the work absorption and release capacities per unit volume, 

respectively. In general, these work capacities can be enhanced through increasing not only 

yield strength but also the maximum elastic strain. 

One of the most attractive properties of shape memory alloys is superelasticity, where 

a large strain that is one order of magnitude greater than most common metals is observed 

under deformation and is able to dissipate a significant amount of energy 31. Typically, most 

shape memory materials exhibit superelasticity through a reversible martensite-austenite phase 

transformation, which is a shear process and has been shown to produce an elastic strain up to 

10% with maximum stresses reaching a few hundred MPa 5,32,33. Currently, the best shape 

memory material is a single crystal shape memory ceramic. This material, at room temperature, 
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exhibits a maximum strain of about 7% and a maximum stress around 2.5 GPa, which in turn 

leads to a high work capacity per volume 6. This brings about a fundamental question as to 

whether crystalline materials can exhibit superelastic deformation that goes beyond 10% strain 

along with having strengths greater than 2.5 GPa. Given that superelasticity and shape memory 

effects are primarily the result of the atomic bond strength and the geometric relationship 

between martensite and austenite phases, new materials that potentially have stronger atomic 

bonding and new phase change mechanisms must be found in order to exhibit increased 

superelastic and actuation performances. But what materials could achieve this? To answer 

this question, we turned our attention to novel intermetallic compounds with competing 

electronic, magnetic and structural transitions that are currently studied at the frontiers of 

material physics for properties such as superconductivity. 

For an intermetallic compound to be novel, it must possess unique physical, chemical, 

electronic and magnetic properties, and can be deemed as an excellent candidate for future 

applications and devices 34–38. ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compounds have been broadly 

studied because of their high-temperature superconductivity capabilities. More notably, they 

have been proven to show remarkable pressure sensitivity to structural, magnetic and 

electronic properties due to deformation-induced phase transformation between tetragonal (or 

orthorhombic and collapsed tetragonal phases, which is not a shear process but uni-axial 

process 4,9,39–46. 
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Figure 1.5. Schematic diagram of Austenite-Martensite phase transformation. Shape memory 

effect and Superelasticity are related through the same phenomena, however they operate at 

different temperatures. Shape memory effect occurs at low temperatures and is metastable 

under martensite conditions, while superelasticity occurs at higher temperatures and is 

reversible with large recoverable strain, transitioning between martensite and austenite phases 

under different loading conditions. 
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1.4. ThCr2Si2-type Intermetallic Compound: CaFe2As2 

 

1.4.1. Iron – based superconductors: Fe pnictides and 122-type compounds 

 

Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 when Kamerlingh Onnes discovered that 

the electrical resistance in mercury disappeared below a critical temperature upon cooling, 

which was around 4 K. Upon the loss of resistance, constant currents are created in circuit, 

which allows for the generation of large magnetic fields and the ability to not only store, but 

also, transport energy without dissipation47. The fundamental property of all known 

superconductors is known as a bound state of two electrons called the Cooper pair, which was 

discovered in 1956 by Leon Cooper. Metals have electrons which are free to move around, 

providing electrical conduction. However, through impurities, defects and collisions with other 

electrons in the metal, resistance is created and the energy in the system is dissipated. 

Superconductors on the other hand avoid this problem through binding two electrons to create 

pairs which move together, and at low enough temperatures the thermal energy needed to break 

apart these electrons pairs is not sufficient enough. This lack of thermal energy to break apart 

the electrons makes it impossible for collisions to occur so that the electron pairs may move 

freely throughout the material, creating resistance less conductivity. Cooper pairing is the 

interaction or pairing of these two electrons which are quite weak, however, at low 

temperatures the thermal energy required to break the interactions are not sufficient enough. 

These pairs of electrons do not act like typical single electrons (fermions) and act more like 

bosons, which are not controlled by the Puli exclusion principle. The ability of Cooper pairs 

to condense to the ground quantum state in a material is responsible for the properties of 

superconductivity47–49
. 

FeAs-based Superconductors gained great interest and stunned the condensed matter 
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community with the discovery of this new family of superconductors in 2006 by the group of 

Hideo Honsono. The group reported a superconducting transition temperature of near 4 K in 

the material LaFePO. However, two years later, LaFePO was a thing of the past. Moving 

forward, superconductivity in an iron pnictide LaOFeAs, with a transition temperature of 26 

K, was discovered in 2008 and shocked the physics and condensed matter community, which 

brought about a wave of extensive research for these materials50,51. This discovery created the 

ability of finding other high-temperature superconductive compounds other than copper-based 

materials. Recent research and developments have been focused around increasing the 

superconducting transition temperature in this family of compounds and also toward 

understanding the physics behind the microstructure of these iron-based superconductors. 

These new class of materials lead to reports of other high-temperature superconductive 

materials such as SmFeAsO, BaKFeAs and PrFeAsO referred to as the 1111- type family; and 

materials such as BaFe2As2, SrFe2As2 and CaFe2As2 referred to as the 122 - type family. These 

materials all show ordered arrangements and layered structures when looking at individual unit 

cells47,52. Figure 1.6 shows what the unit cells of the two families of Fe-based superconductors 

looks like. 

Specifically, in these 122-type families of superconductors, extensive research has 

been done to study their electrical and magnetic properties over the years, however, the 

mechanism behind the changes in these properties, such as the microstructural change and 

phase transformation has yet to be fully understood. Roald Hoffmann et al. (1985) was one of 

the first to discover more than 400 compounds of this 122-type family of superconductors or 

as he described them, AB2X2 / ThCr2Si2-type structures10. Due to the extensive attention that 

has been given to these compounds by physicist, Hoffmann decided to study the underlying 
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nature of the bonding happening within these structures which had not been studied in detail 

before. These ThCr2Si2- type compounds are a set of AB2X2 structures, where A is a rare earth 

element, B is a transition metal and X in a group 14 or 15 element. These compounds exhibit 

a layered structure where a chemical bond between the X type atoms at a critical distance can 

be formed under pressure. This bonding of the X atoms under pressure creates a phase 

transformation, changing the structure and properties of the material. CaFe2As2 is one of these 

400 ThCr2Si2-type structure materials found by Roald Hoffmann et al10. Recently, studies have 

reported that these systems undergo pressure - induced superconductivity which opens up a 

new avenue of investigating the mechanism behind high temperature superconductivity. In 

particular, the 122 system CaFe2As2 shows a transition to a collapsed tetragonal phase under 

pressure conditions which as applied along the c-axis and this parameter is reduced by about 

10%. This phase change and potentially what is causing this change to happen is further 

discussed in the next sections. 
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Figure 1.6. (a) unit cell of Fe-based superconductor 1111-type family SmFeAsO and (b) unit 

cell of Fe-based superconductor 122-type family CaFe2As2.  Bonding between the As atoms 

(highlighted in red) occur when significant external force is applied, causing a collapse in the 

c-axis and a phase transition.

a) 

b) 
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1.4.2. Phase Transformation 

 

CaFe2As2 has two distinct phase transitions depending on the testing environment. The 

first is a first-order structural phase transition in which the tetragonal phase which is present 

at high temperatures transforms into an orthorhombic phase upon cooling below a critical 

transition temperature of 170 K. Previous experimental testing shows discontinuous jumps in 

electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility and lattice parameters which prove that this is 

without a doubt a first order structural phase transition. Specific heat data has shown a spike at 

the critical transition temperature of 170 K40. These have findings have led physicists to believe 

that there is a magnetic component in CaFe2As2 at this phase transition which can be used to 

activate or suppress superconductivity in this material. 

More importantly however, CaFe2As2 undergoes a second phase transition from the 

tetragonal phase to the collapsed tetragonal phase under the application of pressure along the 

c- axis. Different communities may refer to this transition of tetragonal to the collapsed state 

simply as a change in the c-lattice parameter and not a phase transition. However, even though 

the crystal structure is preserved as tetragonal, the original properties of the material changes 

(electronic and magnetic properties), so it can be concluded that this change from tetragonal 

to collapsed tetragonal is a phase transition.  The orthorhombic phase transition is suppressed 

due to the application of pressure and around 0.35 GPa it is completely replaced a low 

temperature collapsed tetragonal phase as shown in the T-p phase diagram in Figure 1.74. This 

collapsed tetragonal phase can also be seen at room temperature when pressures of around 1.7 

GPa is applied. These results with the construction of the phase diagram were discovered using 

neutron and high energy x-ray diffraction measurements under hydrostatic pressure in either a 

He-gas medium for room temperature or a liquid He medium temperatures down to 4 K4,40,53. 
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Figure 1.7. Temperature – pressure phase diagram for CaFe2As2 built using neutron and high 
energy x-ray diffraction measurements under hydrostatic pressure. Tetragonal crystal structure 
is present at temperatures above 100 K and low pressures. Orthorhombic can be seen at 
temperatures below 100 K and low pressures. Collapsed tetragonal is dominant at high 

pressures4. 
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1.4.3. As – As Bonding and Electron Spin States 

 

Original studies dating back to 1985 by Roald Hoffman et al. describe the 122-type 

system and its many different compounds. Here they briefly discuss the interaction and 

bonding between the “X” type atoms in the AB2X2 type structure in which tuning these 

structures can provide either no bonding or a fully formed single bond between the “X” atoms. 

In this structure, the A atoms refer to a rare earth element and the B atoms refer to a transition 

metal. These layered like structures show a trend in that for the same cation A and the same 

element X, the bonding distance, dX-X, decreases as the transition metal moves from the left-

hand side of the periodic table to the right- hand side of the Periodic Table. On the flip side, the 

longer the distance between the X-type atoms, the more likely no bonding will be formed at all. 

This shows that there is some sort of electronic structural effect where an X-X bond is either 

made or broken in the solid state condition10.  

This brings us to the case of CaFe2As2 where the As atoms are the X type atoms 

described above. Here, the distance between As atoms, dAs-As, is around 3.13 Å, which is a 

significant distance that bonding does not occur in the solid state. However, under pressure 

along the c-axis, this pushes the As atoms closer until a bond is formed and now dAs-As is around 

1.34 Å. This accounts for a change in the c-lattice parameter of about 10%. This lattice 

parameter change is not only dependent on induced pressure but also on the magnetic 

configuration of the material. The As-As hybridization and bonding strength is controlled by 

the Fe-spin state, where if the Fe-spin state is reduced, this reduces the bonding between Fe 

and As. In turn, the reduction of Fe-As bonding increase the As-As bonding and causes the 

large reduction seen along the c-axis44,54. Essentially, as the bonding between Fe-As atoms 

weakens, eventually the bond strength between As-As becomes dominant, which then in the 
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case of CaFe2As2, induces phase transformation from the tetragonal phase to the collapsed 

tetragonal phase. This bond formation between As atoms is highlighted in red in Figure 1.6.  

 

1.5. Scope of Dissertation 

 
This dissertation will cover the benefits of small – scale mechanical testing of CaFe2As2 

and its benefit to this growing field in the material science community. Studies have shown 

that as the size of a system or material decreases, a better tolerance to fracture can be observed 

at the micrometer scale. This in turn could push the boundaries of key properties such as 

strength and elastic limits. CaFe2As2 on the bulk scale is known a brittle material, however 

through micrometer scale mechanical testing it could show increased ductility and toughness 

and is possible to observe this interesting phenomenon on the course of large deformation. Due 

to the size of these materials, small scale testing systems need to be used and designed. In 

using small scale mechanical testing techniques more reliable mechanical testing 

measurements can be obtained without easy or early fracture occurring as in bulk specimen of 

this type. The following chapters will highlight the benefits and potential of small - scale 

testing of CaFe2As2 and other related materials. The “Smaller is more ductile” effect will be 

used, as compared to a conventional size effect study. 

Chapter 1 provides a general overview and background content to establish the 

motivation behind the work of this dissertation. Here, experimental studies and previous 

research is provided to show the current status of this field of research and the potential it has 

based on current technology. Lastly, the key points of the mechanics of materials, specifically 

metals, is described to understand the significant role mechanical properties of materials plays 

in researching and created new devices and classes of advanced materials. 
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Chapter 2 provides more detail on the experimental instrumentation and techniques 

used in this research. The two primary instruments used in this work is a nanoindenter and a 

DualBeam Focused Ion Beam-Scanning Electron Microscope system. Additional techniques 

include a solution growth method for single crystal growth, DFT simulations of a unit cell 

under compressive loading and TEM analysis data of the single crystal microstructure and 

composition is provided. 

In Chapter 3, superelasticity and cryogenic shape memory effects of the Sn-grown 

single crystalline intermetallic compound CaFe2As2 are studied. Here, we made 2 µm in 

diameter [0 0 1] micropillars using a focused ion beam and performed uniaxial compression 

testing. We found that these CaFe2As2 micropillars exhibited ~13% recoverable strain while 

reaching yield strengths of over 3 GPa. These properties were determined to be achieved 

through a reversible uniaxial phase transformation mechanism from a tetragonal phase to a 

collapsed tetragonal phase under loading along the c-axis at room temperature. Potential 

cryogenic linear shape memory effect is hypothesized at temperatures below 50 K. 

In Chapter 4, further mechanical testing was performed on the single crystalline 

intermetallic compound. Due to the clean facets shown on the sample, uniaxial micropillar 

compression was performed off the c-axis in which CaFe2As2 exhibits anisotropic behavior. 

When loading along the [3 0 1̅] we found easy, preferential slip in the [1 0 0](0 0 1) slip system 

which is termed micaceous plasticity. 

In Chapter 5, uniaxial compression tests were performed on pillars having various sizes 

in diameter in order to study any potential size effect in mechanical properties for the Sn-

grown sample. Testing a range of micropillars ranging from 250 nm to 6 µm shows that there 

is little to no change in the mechanical stress vs strain response above 1 µm in diameter. The 
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onset stresses of phase transformation stay relatively constant along with maximum yield 

strengths. Next, in order to produce larger single crystals of this compound and also to see how 

a potential change in microstructure can affect the mechanical properties, an FeAs flux solution 

growth process was used instead of Sn. One sample was quenched and the other annealed for 

a period of time. Here, we discovered that though the overall composition stays the same, there 

are local fluctuations in composition, along with a formation of FeAs precipitates in the 

annealed sample. 

In Chapter 6, nanoindentation along the [0 0 1] direction of CaFe2As2 was performed 

in order to study plastic deformation and the fracture mechanisms involved. Lateral cracking 

was observed during nanoindentation and density functional theory calculations confirmed that 

cleaveage along the [0 0 1] directions required much lower stress than cleavage along the [1 0 

0] direction. This observation shows that CaFe2As2 does have an atomic layered structure 

which results from weak bonding between layers of Ca and Fe2As2 on the (0 0 1) plane. 

Chapter 7 discusses the future research that can be done with CaFe2As2 and others like 

it in this new class of superelastic and shape memory materials. Near 0 K testing can potentially 

be done in order to observe cryogenic linear shape memory effect, and if this is possible an 

actuation device can be designed for such purposes as space exploration. Branching off of 

CaFe2As2, this is one of over 400 ThCr2Si2 – type intermetallic compounds. Preliminary DFT 

analysis can be done on these materials given their lattice parameters to help filter out and 

determine if any other of these 122 materials exhibit superelasticity, then further experimental 

studies can be performed on those chosen compounds. These next steps are critical in helping 

to unlock the door for a new class of materials that exhibits supereleasticity at high yield 

strengths and shape memory effects. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Instrumentation 

 

 
2.1. Chapter overview 

 
In this chapter, the instruments used in conducting the experiments are briefly described 

to give an overview of what they are and how they can be utilized. All of the mechanical testing 

described in this dissertation was done using a Nanomechanics NanoFlipTM nanoindenter. The 

nanoindenter is described in detail in the next section, followed by a description of a DualBeam 

focused ion beam (FIB) system, and then the technique of in-situ micropillar compression 

testing. Lastly, the solution growth method for the single crystals in this dissertation will be 

described briefly. 

 

2.2. Nanoindenter 

 
A nanoindenter is a machine that performs depth sensing indentation at the micron or 

sub- micron scale. This machine is load controlled in which current flows through an assembly 

of coils and magnets in order to control the force that is applied to the sample of interest. This 

technique makes it possible to record small loads and displacements with extremely high 

accuracy and also precision. In order to control the displacement, a three-plate capacitor is 

used to measure the capacitance in the indenter head. Also, contact stiffness is also able to be 

measured during any experiment by measuring the AC force oscillation and its corresponding 

oscillation displacement. The load displacement data during testing can be used to determine 

many material properties such as hardness, modulus of elasticity, yield strength, and fracture 

toughness. The nanoindentation system used in our experiments is a NanoFlipTM 

(Nanomechanics, Inc., TN, USA) which uses electromagnetic actuators offering a maximum 
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force of 50 mN, a load resolution of 3 nN and a displacement resolution of 0.02 nm. The 

positioning resolution of the x-y transitional stage in which the sample is mounted to has a 

resolution on the nm scale allowing for precise targeting of the sample in a large area. This is 

all extremely beneficial to the work in this dissertation in order to find and properly compress 

micron and sub-micron sized pillars. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the NanoFlipTM 

nanoindenter. 

Typical use of nanoindenters are for measuring the hardness or modulus of a sample in 

which a specified geometrical tip (pyramid/cone) is pressed into a flat surface. However, the 

work presented in this dissertation deals with a commercial flat punch type used to compress 

materials in which pillars are milled out on the surface. Here, the load-displacement of these 

pillars are measured and then converted into stress-strain curves and other useful mechanical 

data such as stiffness, yield strength, fracture strength and energy absorption/release. Further 

description of the in-situ nanomechanical testing can be found in the next section. 
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Figure 2.1. Image of a Nanomechanics NanoFlipTM used for nanoindentation and in-situ 

micropillar compression testing 
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2.3. Micropillar Fabrication and in-situ nanomechanical testing 

 
In this work, micropillars were produced using a FEI Helios Nanolab 460F1 FIB 

machine. This system provides high resolution SEM images along with in-situ capability of 

localized nanoscale fabrication using the FIB. Gallium ion beam currents from 300 to 10 pA 

under an operating voltage of 30 kV were used from the initial to final thinning with concentric 

circle patterns. The etching or milling rate is significantly dependent on material. Higher 

currents (such as 300 pA) are used for initial milling of the trench around the pillars and the 

current is decreased in steps (eventually down to 10 pA) in order to thin the micropillar to 

wanted diameter and to create a final clean etched surface. Note that the typical thickness of 

FIB damage layer is about 20 nm, which is much thinner than our pillar diameter (~2 μm). Thus, 

the effects of FIB damage layer on mechanical data should be negligible. This is important to 

take into account when making samples on the nanoscale using a FIB. Also, in our study, size 

effects on superelasticity are not expected since the length scale of phase transformation is unit 

lattice size (i.e. As - As bonding across Fe - plane, which is much smaller than our pillar 

diameter (~2 μm). Thus, our micropillar volume should be representative of the bulk. To 

determine this, various sized micropillars were produced, ranging from 4 µm down to 350 nm 

in diameter. In which testing showed that anything above 1 µm acted as bulk under testing, 

which means FIB damage in negligible above this limit. 

In-situ nanomechanical tests were performed at room temperature and under ultra-high 

vacuum conditions (<10-4 Pa) using a NanoFlipTM (Nanomechanics, Inc., TN, USA), which is 

installed in a field-emission gun JEOL 6330F scanning electron microscope (JEOL, Japan) 

(Figure 2.1). The nominal displacement rate of 10 nm/s, which corresponds to the engineering 

strain rate of 0.002 s-1, was used for all in-situ compression tests in this study. The thermal 
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drift was always smaller than 0.01 nm/s, which ensures the negligible error in displacement 

measurement. 

 
 

2.4. Solution growth method for single crystals 

 
Synthesis of the intermetallic single crystals CaFe2As2 used in this work utilized a 

typical solution growth method42. Initially, Single crystals of CaFe2As2 were grown in Sn-flux 

with a ratio of Ca: Fe: As: Sn = 2: 3.5: 4: 96. These elements were placed in an alumina crucible 

and sealed under vacuum in argon in a quartz vessel. The ampoule is then placed in a furnace 

and heated to a desired and held at that temperature for a period of time. The sample is then 

slowly cooled and the ampoule is inserted into a centrifuge to remove any Sn flux. The results 

are plate-like crystals with dimensions around 5 x 5 x 0.1 mm3. This method was also carried 

out using FeAs flux rather than Sn flux in the attempt to grow larger crystals and potentially 

change the microstructure. A more detailed description of the solution growth method for 

CaFe2As2 can be found in the later chapters under the “Experimental Procedure” sections. 

These will describe the heating and cooling conditions for the Sn flux and FeAs flux single 

crystals. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic diagram of the solution growth method. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of the solution growth method for the intermetallic single 

crystal CaFe2As2. 
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Chapter 3: Superelasticity and cryogenic linear shape memory 

effect of CaFe2As2 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 
Materials, when subjected to external loads, deform either elastically or plastically. If 

the deformation is elastic, the material can easily recover its shape when the external stimuli 

is removed since shape change is governed by the reversible stretching of atomic bonds, which 

simply relax with the removal of the load17. However, it is often the case that material shape 

cannot be recovered easily, as the deformation is plastic and usually involves the rearrangement 

of bonds in addition to simple bond stretching19. There is one unique case in which the shape 

of a material can be significantly changed and a large amount of deformation can remain but 

can be restored through a reversible phase transformation that is induced through additional 

stimuli including temperature and the application of magnetic fields20–22. This type of material 

is called a shape memory material (SMM). Because the reversible phase transformation usually 

brings about a large structural recovery, it is often possible to obtain the high recoverable strains, 

an effect that is called superelasticity. Superelastic performance of SMMs is usually 

determined by total work (spring- back) release per-unit-volume, which corresponds to the 

maximum possible work done by SMMs. This maximum work release can be calculated by 

measuring the area below stress-strain curve between zero strain and the elastic limit. The 

actuation performance of SMMs is usually determined by the actuation strain (phase 

transformation strain), the actuation stress (the onset stress of phase transformation), and the 

actuation work per-unit-volume which is a product of the actuation strain and actuation stress. 

Thus, note that the total work release is different the actuation work because the total work 
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release considers the total recoverable strain, but the actuation work considers only the phase 

transformation strain. Most crystalline shape memory metallic alloys exhibit superelasticity 

through a martensitic-austenitic phase transformation, which is a shear process and can 

produce, in general, recoverable strains up to 10 %5,32,33 with only a few exceptions55,56, but 

yield strengths are typically much lower than 1 GPa. Of particular note, however, single 

crystalline shape memory ceramic micropillars6 exhibit a maximum elastic limit of ~10 % and 

a maximum yield strength of ~2.5 GPa, both of which lead to a high work release per-unit-

volume. Also, their high actuation stress (1~2 GPa) and high actuation strain (5~10%) 

produces high actuation work per-unit-volume (~50 MJ/m3)6. In the perspective of work 

release and actuation work per-unit-volume, shape memory ceramic micropillars are currently 

regarded as the state-of-the-art SMMs6. This leads us to a fundamental question: is it possible 

for any other crystalline material systems to exhibit superelastic and actuation performances 

comparable or even better than shape memory ceramic micropillars? Given that superelasticity 

and shape memory effects are primarily the result of the atomic bond strength and the geometric 

relationship between martensite and austenite phases, new materials that potentially have 

strong atomic bonds and new phase change mechanisms must be found in order to exhibit 

increased superelastic and actuation performances. But what materials could achieve this? To 

answer this question, we turn our attention to novel intermetallic compounds with competing 

electronic, magnetic and structural transitions that are currently studied at the frontiers of 

material physics for properties such as superconductivity. 

The novel, ternary, intermetallic compound, CaFe2As2, which has been extensively studied 

as an Fe-based superconductor, has recently been found to exhibit remarkable pressure sensitivity 

of its crystal structure as well as its electronic/magnetic properties4. As shown in Figure 3.1(a), 
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this material undergoes phase transformation from the tetragonal to the collapsed tetragonal (cT) 

phase at room temperature for applied hydrostatic pressures just under 2 GPa and from an 

orthorhombic, antiferromagnetic phase to the cT phase below 50 K for pressures below 0.5 GPa. 

X-ray diffraction measurements have demonstrated that the abrupt reduction of lattice parameter 

along c-axis during transformation to the cT phase correspond to an axial strain of ~10%. 

CaFe2As2 has been shown to be so exceptionally pressure and stress sensitive; post crystal growth, 

annealing and quenching experiments on CaFe2As2 and its related structures (e.g. Ca(Fe1- 

xCox)2As2)53,57 have revealed that it is possible to tune these phase transformations by controlling 

the internal strain associated with compositional fluctuation or nano-precipitates, allowing the cT 

transition to even manifest at ambient pressures. Since the phase transformation strain is roughly 

10%, it is possible to achieve total recoverable strains that exceed 10% if the material is elastically 

compliant enough to accommodate sufficient elastic strain as well as mechanically hard enough to 

suppress plasticity. Intermetallic compounds usually exhibit a high strength due to their strong 

directional bonding. Thus, it would be possible to obtain large recoverable strains (the sum of 

elastic strains and transformation strain) and high yield strengths simultaneously, which would 

lead to high work release per-unit-volume. Also, the large transformation strain and high actuation 

stress due to a strong atomic bond could lead to ultrahigh actuation work per-unit-volume. This 

intriguing possibility motivated us to study the uniaxial mechanical response of CaFe2As2 single 

crystals. Due to the compound’s use as a basis for high temperature superconductors, its 

superconducting, structural and magnetic properties have been extensively investigated45,58. 

However, CaFe2As2 has never been considered as a structural material, and its mechanical 

properties have never been studied rigorously with a standard mechanical testing method. In this 

work, we report, for the first time, its strong potential as a structural material in terms of excellent 

superelastic and shape memory properties. 
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Figure 3.1. Intermetallic compound CaFe2As2. (a) The phase diagram of CaFe2As2 in 

temperature- pressure space4, (b) an optical microscope image of solution-grown single 

crystalline CaFe2As2; scale bar, 1 mm (c) a [0 0 1]-oriented CaFe2As2 micropillar with 2 μm in 
diameter made by Ga + focused-ion beam milling; scale bar, 1 μm. 
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3.2. Experimental procedure 

 

3.2.1. CaFe2As2 Single-crystal growth 

 

Single crystals of CaFe2As2 were grown out from a Sn flux, using conventional high- 

temperature solution method59. Elements Ca, Fe, As, and Sn were combined together in the 

ratio of Ca:Fe:As:Sn = 2:3.5:4:96. Single crystals were grown by slowly cooling the Ca–Fe–

As–Sn melt from 1180 °C to 600 °C at 5 °C/h, and then decanting off the excess liquid flux. 

Detailed description of the crystal growth can be found elsewhere40. The obtained crystals have 

typical size up to 5 × 5 × 1 mm3. 

 

3.2.2. In situ nanomechanical measurements 

 

Micropillars were produced using a FEI Helios Nanolab 460F1 FIB machine. Gallium 

ion beam currents from 300 to 10 pA under an operating voltage of 30 kV were used from the 

initial to final thinning with concentric circle patterns. Note that the typical thickness of FIB 

damage layer is about 20 nm, which is much thinner than our pillar diameter (~ 2 μm). Thus,   

the effects of FIB damage layer on  mechanical data should be negligible.  Also, in our study,  

the size effect in superelasticity is not expected since the length scale of  phase transformation  

is unit lattice size, which is much smaller than our pillar diameter (~ 2 μm). Thus, our 

micropillar volume should be the representative volume of the bulk. in situ nanomechanical 

test was performed at room temperature and under ultra-high vacuum condition ( < 10−4 Pa) 

using NanoFlip (Nanomechanics, Inc., TN, USA), which is installed in a field-emission gun 

JEOL 6330 F scanning electron microscope (JEOL, Japan). The nominal displacement rate of 

10 nm/s, which corresponds to the engineering strain rate of 0.002 s−1, was used for all in 

situ compression tests in this study. The thermal drift was always smaller than 0.01 nm/s, 

which ensures the negligible error in displacement measurement. 
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3.2.3. DFT calculations 

 

The density functional theory simulations were carried out using the Vienna ab initio 

Simulation (VASP) package60 using a plane wave basis. The projector augmented wave (PAW) 

psuedopotentials61 were used in all calculations and the exchange-correlation energies were 

evaluated using the formulation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhoff (PBE)62 within the 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The energy cutoff of the plane waves was set to 

450 eV and a Monkhorst Pack integration scheme of 10×10×5 was used for the integration of 

the irreducible Brillouin zone. Most of the calculations involve the deformation of a single unit 

cell of CaFe2As2. At low temperatures, the orthorhombic structure is the stable structure with 

20 atoms in its unit cell and this structure was used in all our calculations, even for non-

magnetic collapsed tetragonal case. The lattice constants of the orthorhombic phase were found 

to be 5.60 Å, 5.49 Å and 11.48 Å and the iron moment was found to be 1.83 μB. The lattice 

constants agree well with experimental values while the iron moment is large, but these findings 

are in very good agreement with previous DFT studies.63–65 

 

3.2.4. Neutron scattering measurements 

 

We obtained neutron scattering data by using the BT-7 spectrometer of the NIST 

Center for Neutron Research. The scattering data were obtained in double-axis mode with a 

wavelength of 2.36 Å. Higher harmonic portion of the neutron beam was eliminated by using 

pyrolytic graphite filters. A 10 mg single crystal was wrapped in Al-foil, and then was placed 

in a flat plate of the Al-alloy He-gas pressure cell. Then, a closed-cycle refrigerator was used 

to cool   the crystal. The (h h l)Tet reciprocal lattice plane of the sample was exactly matched 

with the diffractometer scattering plane. Then, hydrostatic pressure was applied to a pressure 

cell. We were able to monitor and adjust the hydrostatic pressure by using a pressurizing 
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intensifier. This system enabled us to control the pressure at fixed temperatures (above the 

He solidification line), or to scan the temperature at almost constant pressures. We determined 

the phase boundary between the orthorhombic and the collapsed tetragonal phases by 

changing pressure at a fixed temperature while monitoring the (0 0 4)cT peaks and the (0 0 

4)Ortho diffraction peak. Also, we obtained the ‘collapsed tetragonal’ - ‘tetragonal’ and 

‘collapsed tetragonal’- ‘orthorhombic’ phase boundaries by measuring the intensity of the (0 

0 4)cT diffraction peak while increasing the temperature, or the intensity of the (0 0 4)Tetra and  

(0 0 4)Ortho diffraction peaks while decreasing the temperature. 

 

 

3.3. Experimental results 

 

3.3.1. Uni-axial compression on [0 0 1] CaFe2As2 micropillars 

 

To test the hypothesis that these materials exhibit superior superelastic properties and 

even can be used as shape memory compounds, we investigated the mechanical response of a 

solution- grown, single crystal of CaFe2As2 using an in-situ microcompression test in a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) and in-situ cryogenic neutron scattering test under pressure. We 

grew, out of a Sn rich quaternary melt, a millimeter-sized plate-like single crystal that 

possesses mirror-like (0 01) and {1 0 3} facets (Figure 3.1(b)). Both hydrostatic pressure and 

thermal expansion studies suggest that the phase transformation occurs mainly due to a 

structural collapse along c-axis of the tetragonal (or orthorhombic) lattice66. Thus, uni-axial 

compression tests along c-axis would be the most straightforward way to characterize either 

superelastic, actuation, or potential shape memory properties. Due to the plate-like geometry 

and small dimensions of solution-grown single crystals, it is difficult to perform conventional, 

bulk-scale, uni-axial mechanical tests. In addition, the irregular shapes of these as-grown 
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crystals would result in a non-uniform stress state during loading, which could lead to un-

intended plastic deformation or fracture during mechanical testing. To mitigate these issues 

with conventional testing, we utilize the recently developed microcompression technique that 

uses a focused-ion beam to create cylindrical micropillars and a flat-end nanoindenter to 

compress the single crystal precisely along its c-axis2,12,67. Micropillars with 2 μm diameters 

were fabricated on the (0 0 1) surface of the single crystal, so that our micropillars are aligned 

along the c-axis of tetragonal lattice (Figure 3.1(c)). Then, uni-axial compression tests were 

performed in SEM. 

First, we compressed a single micropillar up to ~ 11.3% strain three times, and the 

stress– strain curves demonstrate recoverable and repeatable responses for each cycle (Figure 

3.2(a)). The SEM images before and after three cycles of compression revealed no difference 

in height (the inset of Figure 3.2(a)). Thus, this large amount of deformation is fully recovered. 

Also, the repeatable nature of the stress–strain response implies that there is no residual damage 

or evidence of a stochastic transformation. This behavior is similar with that of NiTiHf shape 

memory alloys that exhibit an excellent repeatability with a negligible amount of fatigue 

damage68. We also performed cyclic tests with ~ 10% strain and 100 cycles and confirmed that 

this large deformation is fully recoverable and repeatable even after 100 cycles (Appendix 

Figure 3.1 and Appendix Note 3.1). Note that the shape of micropillar in the inset of Figure 

3.2(a) is obscured due to the ring around a micropillar. At the final stage of focused-ion beam 

milling, we use a thin co-centric circular pattern that, when is sometimes insufficiently wide, 

leaves a ring of material behind. Because the focused-ion beam is highly uniform over the 

pattern, however, the shape of micropillar is nearly symmetric, and the ring is not attached to 

a micropillar. We used the height of the right side of the micropillar, which is clearly visible, 
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and also further confirmed that the stress–strain curves in Figure 3.2(a) overlaps the stress–

strain curve in Figure 3.2(c), which was measured from the symmetric micropillar in Figure 

3.1(c) (before compression) and the inset of Figure 3.2(c) (after compression). Also, we always 

carefully inspect the measured displacement from in situ deformation movies. Thus, all stress–

strain data in this manuscript were correctly measured 

The stress–strain curves exhibit three distinct deformation behaviors (stage I, II, and 

III) (Figure 3.2(a)). Note that the existence of non-linear behavior (stage II) resembles that of 

typical SMMs, which corresponds to a phase transformation5,6. Another feature that is notable 

in the stress – strain curves is the relative narrowness of the hysteresis loop, which is also 

quantitatively different from standard SMMs that exhibit substantially larger hysteresis loops 

at room temperature. Thus, CaFe2As2 would be able to release the large amount of work without 

significant damping effects. Most crystalline SMMs exhibit a non-linear response through the 

martensitic– austenitic phase transformation. Because this shear transformation almost always 

produces a localized shear strain on the micrometer scale, a kinked shape is easily observed 

during compression on a single crystalline micropillar of conventional shape memory 

materials6. For CaFe2As2, however, we confirmed via our in situ mechanical test of various 

micropillars observed along different viewpoints and at a high magnification (up to 7000×) 

that CaFe2As2 always shows only a height reduction along the c axis (loading direction) without 

any lateral motion of the pillar, the formation of slip steps, or strain bursts. These results imply 

that phase transformation is not related to a shear process at all (Figure 3.2(a)) but rather a 

simple reduction in lattice constant along c axis that is expected for this compound undergoing 

a cT phase transition. Thus, superelasticity in CaFe2As2 is exhibited by non-martensitic–

austenitic phase transformation. In our experiment, shear-like phenomena are only observed in 
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conjunction with plastic yielding (see the formation of shear slip steps in the inset of Figure 

3.2(c)). Also, we confirmed that as long as the micropillar diameter is large enough to neglect 

the FIB effect damage layer (typically, pillar diameter >1 µm), CaFe2As2 micropillars exhibit 

no size dependence in stress–strain curve. This would be because the unit length scale of the 

phase transition is only the dimension of the unit cell, which is far smaller than the micropillar 

diameter. 

 

3.3.2. Density functional theory calculations on superelasticity 

 

In order to provide additional insight into the unusual form of superelasticity in 

CaFe2As2, Christopher Weinberger and his group performed density functional theory (DFT) 

simulations of the compression process. Since DFT calculations are done at 0 K, the stable 

phase of CaFe2As2 predicted is the anti-ferromagnetic orthorhombic phase, which is different 

from the paramagnetic tetragonal phase of our room temperature experiments9. As revealed 

previous work on the phase transformation in CaFe2As2, the formation of As–As bonds has 

been identified as the primary process to responsible for the structural collapse regardless of 

initial structure (tetragonal or orthorhombic)9. Thus, it is still possible to capture the essential 

physics of how the formation of As–As bonds affects stress–strain curves and the stability of 

the cT phase at a low temperature. This information will be critical for understanding of 

unusual shape memory effects at an ultracold temperature later. Our DFT simulations of a 

single unit cell, Appendix Figure 3.2 show that initially the CaFe2As2 crystal undergoes elastic 

deformation in stage I and collapses into the cT phase in stage II, as a consequence of new 

bonding formation between As-As layers and the loss of all magnetism4. An electron density 

distribution map, (Figure 3.2(b)), shows the electron density overlap of As-As bonding under 

uni-axial compression. At this moment, bonding–antibonding splitting of As 4pz orbitals is 
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increased and this is an important indication that a bond formation has taken place69. The 

stress–strain curve of unit cell (Appendix Figure 3.2) shows the sudden decrease in stress, 

which indicates the sudden change (phase transformation) in structure and properties. The 

strong attraction force between As–As layers collapses the lattice structure. However, the 

simulations of a single unit cell miss the gradual phase transformation expected in the real 

material. To simulate this realistic case, we use a composite model that minimizes the total 

enthalpy under load control, similar to the experiments, to determine the phase fractions of the 

orthorhombic and cT phases via minimization. The resulting stress–strain curve is shown in 

Figure 3.2(c). DFT simulations, in conjunction with a simple analytical model, demonstrate 

that in the course of compression, the partial phase transformation is energetically more 

favorable than the full/abrupt transformation of the entire volume of specimen. Thus, the 

volume fraction of cT phase gradually increases in the course of deformation, leading to 

continuous stress–strain curve in Figure 3.2(c). The unit cell still undergoes the abrupt 

structural collapse locally, but the macroscopic response of micropillar exhibits the gradual 

and continuous deformation. Note that the transition to the cT phase is not associated with an 

invariant plane as is common in traditional shape memory materials, which is an un-distorted 

and un-rotated plane, in the strictest sense. This is because there is a small in-plane strain on the 

(001) plane during the phase transition (Figure 3.2(b)). However, this strain is small making 

this plane the most favorable interface between the two phases. The details of microstructural 

evolution could be confirmed by performing in situ electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) 

or in situ transmission electron microscope (TEM) micropillar compression test. 

Despite the large number of assumptions in our model, it clearly captures all phases of 

deformation including the smooth stage II transition from orthorhombic to cT phase. Indeed, 
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the formation of As–As bonding (phase transformation) is the major process that induces the 

non- linearity of stress–strain curve. Note that superelasticity mechanism in CaFe2As2 is unique 

because it is not exhibited by the martensite-austenite phase transformation of conventional 

shape memory alloys and ceramics. From these single unit cell and composite simulations, it is 

clear that the large values of recoverable strain observed in CaFe2As2 occur by the combination 

of linear elastic strain, hyperelastic strain, and phase transformation strain. 

 

3.3.3. Superelasticity and actuation performance 

 

It is clear from our experiments that we have yet to observe the maximum recoverable 

strain, the yield strength, the maximum work release per unit volume, and the actuation work 

per unit volume of this material. To determine these values in compression, we performed an 

additional micropillar compression test, increasing stress until we see either plastic deformation 

or fracture, and determined that the elastic limit is ~ 13.4 % and the yield stress is ~ 3.7 GPa, 

both of which is even higher than those of single crystalline shape memory ceramic 

micropillars, which have been known to possess the current state-of-the-art superelastic work 

and actuation work per unit volume (Figures 3.2(c) and 3.3). Returning to the composite 

material model we see that at the experimentally determined yield stress, the simulation 

suggests ~ 13% recoverable strain, which agrees well with our experimental results. 

Intermetallic compounds typically possess strong directional atomic bonds, which explain why 

the strength is much higher than shape memory alloys or even shape memory ceramics. In fact, 

the strong directional bonds help suppress plastic deformation in CaFe2As2, increasing the 

recoverable strain from roughly ~ 7% associated with the phase change to ~13.4% which 

includes elastic strain. 
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The combination of the high recoverable strains (13.4%) and high yield strengths 

(3.7 GPa) are even higher than those of shape memory ceramic micropillars6. Also, low 

hysteresis area allows CaFe2As2 to absorb and release ultra-high work per unit volume with 

minimal dissipation at room temperature. The stress–strain curves in Figure 3.2(a) suggest that 

the energy loss by damping is about 10% based on the ratio of the areas under the loading-to-

unloading curves. Assuming that this percent loss is similar up to elastic limit, we can estimate 

the maximum possible work absorption/release per unit volume by using 90% of the area under 

the stress–strain curves between zero strain and the elastic limit in Figure 3.2(c): this 

corresponds to 1.76 × 108 J/m3 (experiment) and 1.57 × 108 J/m3 (DFT) for the absorption of, 

and 1.58 × 108 J/m3 (experiment) and 1.40 × 108 J/m3 (DFT) for the release of work per unit 

volume (for 10% of damping effect). These results imply that CaFe2As2 is able to release the 

superelastic work about 10~ 1000 times larger than most engineering materials (e.g., stainless 

steel70: 105 J/m3, Zr-based bulk metallic glass71: 2 × 107 J/m3, shape memory ceramic 

micropillars11: 4 × 107 J/m3: shape memory alloys6: 105 J/m3). Some shape memory metallic 

alloys could show the larger recoverable strain. Due to their low yield strength and high 

damping effect, however, their work release per unit volume (~105 J/m3) is much lower than 

CaFe2As2 (1.76 × 108 J/m3). Furthermore, as noted before, the actuation capability is 

determined by the maximum possible actuation work per unit volume which is the area below 

a stress–strain curve within phase transformation strain range (the gray trapezoidal area in 

Figure 3.2(c)), which corresponds to ~ 5.15 × 107 J/m3. This can be estimated by multiplying 

the actuation strain by the average actuation stress (σavePT), which is the average of the onset 

(σonsetPT) and offset (σoffsetPT) phase transformation stresses (Figure 3.2(c)). On the basis of this 

scheme, we can compare the actuation capability of CaFe2As2 with other actuation systems by 

locating our four micropillar results and one DFT result with the actuation stress and the average 
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actuation stress. Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of actuation capability, by plotting actuation 

stress vs. actuation strain, of CaFe2As2 compared with other materials6–8. Note that materials 

with higher actuation work per unit volume appear toward the top and right of the plot in Figure 

3.3. Conventional shape memory alloys, such as bulk Ni-Ti alloy, exhibit much lower actuation 

work per unit volume, as also evidenced by their low actuation stress (see the gray colored 

stress–strain curve in Figure 3.2(a). As a special case, Norfleet et al.72 investigated shape 

memory properties of Ni–Ti micropillars. Size effects can improve the phase transformation 

stress of Ni–Ti alloys, up to 800 MPa. Also, the transformation strain of Ni–Ti micropillar is 

around 0.06. Then, actuation work per unit volume of Ni–Ti micropillar 

(800 MPa × 0.06 = 4.8 × 107 J/m3) is similar with that of CaFe2As2 (~ 5.15 × 107 J/m3). Figure 

3.3 clearly shows that CaFe2As2 shows the comparable actuation work per unit volume with 

shape memory ceramic micropillars (the current state-of-the- art) or the high-end of shape 

memory alloy. Thus, CaFe2As2 exhibit excellent actuation work per unit volume, compared to 

shape memory alloys. 
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Figure 3.2. Demonstration of superelasticity including large recoverable strains and high yield 

strengths. (a) Three stress–strain curves of same [0 0 1]-oriented CaFe2As2 micropillar; the 
inset shows no height change even after three cycles of 11.3 % strain compression. 

Remarkably, the stress–strain curves appear identical, indicating that there is no residual 

damage accumulation during cyclic deformation, which is typically observed in shape memory 

alloys or ceramics especially at small length scales5,6. Stress–strain data of Ni-Ti alloy also 

was included for comparison. Two snapshots of in situ compression show the significant 
compressive elastic deformation, which cannot be achieved in other metallic or intermetallic 

materials; scale bar, 1 μm. (b) Electron density distributions at ambient pressure and under c-

axis compression; the formation of As–As bonding, which is indicated by arrows, induces the 

structural collapse and the 10% height reduction. The iso-surface level used was 0.035 and the 

max is 0.1 (red) (The Weinberger group performed these DFT calculations). (c) Experimental 

and computational (DFT) stress–strain curves of [0 0 1]-oriented CaFe2As2 micropillar up to 

the yield point. We intentionally terminated the stress–strain data of DFT simulation at the 

experimental yield strength because the remaining data above the yield strength is not 

meaningful in the current analysis. The inset shows the plastic slip in the [3 0 1̅](1 0 3) slip 

system. 
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Figure 3.3. A comparison of CaFe2As2 with other structural and actuator materials. Actuator 

stress and strain for various actuator materials and systems. Contours of constant specific work 

are indicated by dashed lines (adapted from Lai et al.6, Huber et al.7 and Lang et al.8). Both 

experimental and DFT data are included. Note that CaFe2As2 exhibits actuation capability 

comparable to shape memory ceramic micropillars. 
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3.3.4. Cryogenic linear shape memory behavior 

 

The narrow hysteresis loop of CaFe2As2 would be associated with the different stress 

required to form and break the As–As bonds. This leads to the existence of hysteresis in stress– 

strain curve of CaFe2As2. Our DFT simulation results and neutron scattering results by 

Goldman et al.9 (Figure 3.4(a)) show that CaFe2As2 exhibits the maximum width of hysteresis 

at 0 K. Without thermal vibrations, the As–As bonds are not broken even after the complete 

removal of compression stress. The neutron scattering experiment (Figure 3.4(a)) show that a 

hydrostatic tensile load of 0.25 GPa (or −0.25 GPa pressure) is required to destabilize cT phase 

at 0 K9. As the temperature increases, thermal vibrations help the destabilization of the As–As 

bonds under some amount of compression stress (or pressure), leading to the narrower 

hysteresis. Figure 3.4(a) shows clearly that the width of hysteresis area becomes narrower as 

the temperature increases. Thus, increasing a temperature would be an effective way to make 

the hysteresis loop narrower and to maximize the release of mechanical work. Vice versa, it is 

possible to expect the cryogenic shape memory effects due to the metastability of cT phase at 

0 K. 

The DFT simulation of a single unit cell predicts that the cT phase is metastable after 

loading-unloading cycle at 0 K (Appendix Fig. 3.2 and 3.3). In other words, cT phase is not 

transformed into orthorhombic phase even though the applied stress is completely removed at 

0 K. However, our experimental data shows the full strain recovery at room temperature, 

suggesting that the cT phase is unstable at room temperature but may well be metastable near 

0 K at atmospheric pressure. Metastability of cT phase is a pre-requisite to exhibit shape 

memory behavior. Thus, this work includes important evidence that, taken together with our 

current superelasticity results, suggests the existence of a cryogenic linear shape memory 
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effect. On the basis of this evidence, it is possible to suggest, two different deformation routes, 

path 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 and path 1′ - 2′, to demonstrate the cryogenic linear shape memory effects 

and thermal actuation, respectively (Figure 3.4). In order to prove the existence of cryogenic 

shape memory effects, we conducted in situ cryogenic neutron scattering measurement on a 

single crystal of CaFe2As2 using a He gas pressure cell in a cryogenic refrigerator9. In this 

experiment, it is possible to control both temperature and pressure and to check the occurrence 

of phase transformation at the same time (Figure 3.4(a)). First, the temperature was decreased 

down to 50 K, and neutron scattering data clearly shows that the phase becomes orthorhombic 

(path 1 and Figure 3.4(b)). Then, the pressure was increased until cT transition occurs (path 2 

and Figure 3.4(b), (c)), and we confirmed that cT transition occurs between 350 and 400 MPa. 

A pre-requisite of the shape memory effect is metastability of the deformed state. To achieve 

this metastability of cT phase, we decreased the pressure down to 300 MPa (path 3), and 

neutron scattering data confirms that the transition to the T phase does not occur even below 

the critical pressure for the forward transition (350–400 MPa) (Figure 3.4(d)). The transition 

to the O phase (at 50 K) only occurs when the pressure is decreased below 50 MPa (Figure 

3.4€). This clearly confirms that cT phase is metastable after path 3 and satisfies the pre-

requisite of shape memory effect, which is metastable deformed state. After preparing the 

sample in the cT phase, within the hysteresis region, the temperature was increased from 50 to 

100 K to destabilize the cT phase, and the transition to the orthorhombic phase occurs (path 4 

in Figure 3.4(a), (f)). This is truly shape memory effect that exhibits the shape recovery by 

making the metastable deformed state unstable by applying the stimulus, heat (Figure 3.4(h)). 

The transformation strain along a and b axes are much smaller than the transformation strain 

along c axis. Thus, the cT transition is nearly linear volume transformation (the volume 
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changes only by the lattice expansion/contraction along c axis). Thus, cryogenic linear shape 

memory effects do exist in CaFe2As2. On the basis of the phase diagram (Figure 3.4(a)), the 

cryogenic linear shape memory effects can be shown at the pressure between 0 and 400 MPa 

and at the temperature between 0 and 110 K. Thus, theoretically, it is possible to achieve shape 

memory effects near 0 K, and this property would be useful to develop a cryogenic linear 

actuator working even in deep space (3 K). In addition, path 1′ and 2′ also shows the thermal 

actuation at a temperature higher than 100 K by the phase transformation between tetragonal 

and cT phase. Neutron scattering data clearly shows that this transformation occurs and 

thermal actuation is available (Figure 3.4(g)) as shown in schematic diagram (Figure 3.4 (i)). 

Whereas this shape memory behavior is based on experimental observations during 

hydrostatic loading, our uniaxial results suggest that it is a real possibility in uniaxial 

compression as well which calls for further exploration. Also note that the phase 

transformation in CaFe2As2 accumulates almost no residual damage as seen in the repeatable 

stress–strain curves in Figure 3.2(a), thus ensuring dimensional stability. The phase 

transformation in CaFe2As2 occurs simply by the formation and breakage of As–As bonding. 

Thus, severe stress concentrations, the build-up of dislocation structures or residual stresses, 

which are usually observed in the martensitic- austenitic phase transition, are not expected to 

occur. In addition, we conducted 100 cycles of forward–backward transition, and the post-

mortem SEM confirmed that there is no residual deformation after 100 cycles (Appendix Fig. 

3.1). Due to the limitation of small-scale mechanical testing, such as the thermal drift issue, we 

were not able to perform extensive cyclic test with millions of cycles as usually done for 

conventional shape memory alloys. However, we believe CaFe2As2 would exhibit superior 

fatigue resistance due to the simplicity of breaking and making bond mechanism, which is not 
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too different from bond stretching of normal elastic deformation. This implies that it is possible 

to develop a cryogenic actuator system with high actuation power as well as negligible 

degradation of actuation performance. Also, the repeatability of the stress – strain response 

even at the micrometer scale ensures ultra-high precision for repeatable actuation motion. Note 

that the small dimensions and single-crystalline nature of our samples in this study is certainly 

beneficial in achieving the higher performance observed here, similar to that seen in shape 

memory ceramics6. Also, it is important in this material system to use either hydrostatic 

pressure or uniform uni-axial stress along c-axis to avoid plastic deformation and fracture 

during the actuation process. 
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Figure 3.4. Linear shape memory effect and thermal actuation in cryogenic environments. (a) 

The temperature-pressure phase diagram for CaFe2As 9, neutron scattering data of (b) (0 0 4)O 

plane of orthorhombic phase at T = 50 K with increasing pressure, (c) (0 0 4)cT plane of 

collapsed tetragonal phase at T = 50 K with increasing pressure, (d) (0 0 4)cT plane of collapsed 

tetragonal phase at T = 50 K with decreasing pressure, (e) (0 0 4)O plane of orthorhombic phase 

at T = 50 K and p = 50 MPa, (f) (0 0 4)cT plane of collapsed tetragonal phase at p = 300 MPa 

with increasing temperature, (g) (0 0 4) planes of tetragonal and collapsed tetragonal phases at 

p = 470 MPa with increasing and decreasing temperature. Schematic diagrams of (h) one-way 

linear shape memory effect and (i) thermal actuation. 
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3.4. Discussion 

 
The observation of superelastic and possible shape memory behavior in CaFe2As2 

opens a number of possibilities because the phase transformation can be tuned by adjusting the 

chemical composition and by controlling the internal strain. For instance, the substitution of 

cobalt for iron coupled with annealing and quenching can induce the significant shift of 

boundaries in phase diagram in Figure 3.1(a). Thus, it is possible to tune the phase diagram to 

fit specific needs by engineering the chemistry as well as the microstructure of this class of 

materials. Furthermore, and perhaps of even greater importance, the cT phase transition found 

in CaFe2As2 is the only one manifestation of a wider class of such transitions found in over 

400 different ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compounds. The novelty of this bond 

making/breaking phase transition was appreciated as early as 1985 when Hoffmann and Zheng 

surveyed a number of potential systems that could manifest this type of transition10. On the 

basis of our results on CaFe2As2, we fully anticipate that other members of the ThCr2Si2 

structure class will manifest similar superelasticity and potential as SMM. Any ThCr2Si2-type 

intermetallic compounds that can undergo the cT transition under compression can exhibit 

superelasticity in the same way as long as they are not plastically yielded or fracture before the 

phase transformation occurs. Some intermetallic compounds exist as a collapsed tetragonal 

state under stress-free condition72. In this case, superelasticity can be shown under tension by 

breaking Si-Si type bonds, but the same principle from our results works on this case, too. It 

is certainly beneficial to search for a new superelastic and shape memory materials that do not 

contain a toxic arsenic (As) for industry purposes. Indeed, our recent experiments and DFT 

simulations confirmed that LaRu2P2, one of ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compound, also 

exhibits the mechanical responses similar with those of CaFe2As2 (Appendix Note 3.4). 
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3.5. Concluding remarks 

 
In summary, our results suggest the strong potential of CaFe2As2 as a structural material 

in terms of high elastic energy storage, high actuation power, low fatigue damages, and 

cryogenic shape memory behavior. Forming and breaking As-As type bond process of cT 

transition is an entirely different from a conventional martensitic-austenitic transformation 

process. Our results offer the possibility of developing cryogenic linear actuation technologies 

with a high precision and high actuation power per unit volume for deep space exploration, 

and more broadly, suggest a mechanistic path to a whole new class of shape memory materials, 

ThCr2Si2-structured intermetallic compounds. 
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Chapter 4: Micaceous Deformation of CaFe2As2 

 

 
4.1. Introduction 

 
Intermetallic compounds consist of two or more metallic elements, exhibit well-

defined stoichiometries, and have ordered crystal structures17. Even though intermetallic 

compounds have favorable physical, electric, magnetic, and mechanical properties, they are 

often brittle at room temperature which can limit their practical use34. Thus, the manufacturing 

of such brittle intermetallics becomes an engineering challenge. In order to be able to harness 

their attractive properties, it is important not only to identify an intermetallic compound that 

offers some ductility but also to understand its unique deformation mechanisms. 

There have been some examples of ductile intermetallic compounds being studied, 

mainly in binary systems. For example, binary stoichiometric combinations of rare-earth and 

transition metals, which typically form the B2 or CsCl-type structure, have been shown to 

exhibit substantial ductility even in polycrystalline form in73. Other ductile intermetallic 

compounds that have been studied include: ζ-FeZn13 for improved coating layers on 

galvannealed (GA) steels74, Ni3Al-based superalloys for aerospace applications75 and Cu3Sn-

Ag3Sn alloys for circuit breaker applications76. 

 

Recently, CaFe2As2, a ThCr2Si2-type ternary intermetallic compound, has been studied 

extensively in an effort to develop high-temperature Fe-based superconductors4,40,45,77. The 

electronic and magnetic properties of CaFe2As2 based materials can be tailored through 

alloying78,79 and microstructural engineering53. CaFe2As2 has been found to show remarkable 

pressure sensitivity to structural, magnetic and electronic properties4. In particular, its crystal 
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structure undergoes a reversible deformation-induced phase transformation between the 

tetragonal and collapsed tetragonal phases under hydrostatic pressure, which corresponds to 

a significant collapse of lattice structure along its c-axis9,64. This implies that it is possible to 

achieve large elastic strains, i.e., superelasticity, under uni-axial compression along the c-axis. 

More interestingly, Ni et al. reported that CaFe2As2 single crystals are somewhat malleable, 

tending to smear and shear when they are bent or ground into a powder40. This observation 

implies that CaFe2As2 exhibits some degree of plasticity on a preferential slip plane, i.e., 

micaceous plasticity. Thus, CaFe2As2 is expected to possess not only attractive 

electronic/magnetic properties but also unique mechanical properties, including superelasticity 

and micaceous plasticity. However, the mechanical properties of CaFe2As2 have not been 

studied using any well-established mechanical testing methodology. Current research and 

advancements in microcompression testing techniques have helped to remedy some of the 

challenges in studying the mechanical properties of intermetallic and anisotropic crystals80,81. 

In this study we have investigated the mechanical properties of a CaFe2As2 single crystal using 

in-situ micropillar compressions and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 

 

 
4.2. Experimental procedure 

 
In order to study both the superelasticity and micaceous nature of plasticity in 

CaFe2As2, it is desirable to perform mechanical testing along at least two different loading axes, 

one of which corresponds to the c-axis of the tetragonal unit cell. A millimeter-sized plate-like 

single crystal of CaFe2As2 was grown from a high-temperature Sn-solution. This crystal 

manifested well-defined (0 0 1) and {1 0 3} facets (Figure 4.1(a))59. Over the last decade, 

micropillar compression testing has been developed as a powerful tool to study the mechanical 
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properties of small crystals2,12,67,82–84. In this regard, the morphology of the CaFe2As2 single 

crystal is particularly convenient; there are flat, smooth (0 0 1) and {0 1 3} facets, and so 

producing micropillars on those surfaces guarantees two different well-defined loading axes. 

The (0 1 3) surface of the tetragonal structure for CaFe2As2 lies at approximately 45 degrees 

to the c-axis or (0 0 1) surface (Figure 4.1(b)). Focused-ion beam milling was performed using 

a FEI Helios Nanolab 460F1 FIB (FEI, USA) to fabricate cylindrical micropillars (Figure 

4.1(b)). Micropillars with a 3:1 height to diameter ratio and a diameter of 2 µm were fabricated 

along the [0 0 1] and the [0 3 1̅] directions. In-situ uni - axial compression testing was 

performed using the flattened tip of a NanoFlipTM (Nanomechanics, Inc., USA) nanoindenter 

in a JEOL 6330F SEM (JEOL, Japan). A nominal displacement rate of 10 nm/s was used, 

which corresponds to a nominal strain rate of ~1.7x10-3 s-1. DFT calculations were performed 

by the Weinberger group at Colorado State University to obtain the generalized stacking fault 

(GSF) energy curves of experimentally observed slip systems.  
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Figure 4.1. (a) Optical microscope image of millimeter sized single crystal CaFe2As2 grown 
in Sn flux; (b) Schematic of micropillar compression using a flat punch tip. Compression is 
done in the c-axis along the [0 0 1] direction and 45 degrees from the c-axis along the [0 3 1̅] 
direction. 
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4.3. Experimental results 

 

4.3.1 Uni-axial compression on [3 0 �̅�] CaFe2As2  micropillars 

 

First, micropillar compression was performed along the [0 0 1] direction, which 

corresponds to the c-axis of tetragonal unit cell. The stress-strain curve shows four distinct 

stages of deformation (Figure 4.2(a)); the first linear elastic region (stage I), the intermediate 

region (stage II), the second linear elastic region (stage III), and the plastic region (stage IV). 

Notably, stages I, II, and III are fully recoverable as shown in unloading curve. The stress-

strain curve exhibits a high elastic limit of ~12%, which indeed corresponds to superelasticity. 

This superelastic deformation can be repeated multiple times without plastic deformation or 

fracture (Also, see 100 cyclic deformation results in the online Supplementary Material). Note 

that the stress-strain relation resembles that of conventional shape memory alloys, which 

exhibit superelasticity via a reversible phase transformation between martensite and austenite 

phases. Also, CaFe2As2 exhibits a high yield strength of ~2.7 GPa. The red dot-dashed lines 

are the stress-strain curves (Figure 4.2(a)) and show a narrow hysteresis loop, which implies 

weak damping effects at room temperature. Stage III ends with the abrupt onset of plastic 

deformation, which is the main deformation mechanism of stage IV. It is important to note that 

all of the plastic deformation occurs in stage IV. In-situ observations confirm that no 

irreversible deformation occurs in stage III. The slip plane and direction in Figure 4.2(a) were 

determined by using SEM images taken in various directions. Based on the reference 

coordinate system in Figure 4.1(a), we confirmed that the slip occurred in the [3 0 1̅](1 0 3) 

slip system of the collapsed tetragonal phase. Note that the plastic deformation occurs in the 

collapsed tetragonal structure (not the original tetragonal structure), because the phase 

transformation is complete at the end of stage II. Thus, the corresponding DFT simulation of 
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the [3 0 1̅](1 0 3) slip was done in the collapsed tetragonal structure. The DFT results will be 

discussed later. 

In-situ uni-axial micropillar compression was also performed along the [0 3 1] direction 

to investigate the micaceous nature of plasticity in CaFe2As2. In this case, we mounted the 

sample with a 45o-tilted stage and fabricated a micropillar on the (0 1 3) plane with subsequent 

compression along the [0 3 1̅] direction. The stress-strain curve in this direction shows a 

more conventional elastic-to-plastic transition with a relatively low yield strength of ~500 MPa 

(Figure 4.2(c)) with no indication of any phase transition. Interestingly, we observed numerous 

slip bands formed on a single slip plane along a single direction (Figure 4.2(c)). This behavior 

is reminiscent of the activation of easy basal slip in certain hcp metals for loading directions 

oblique to the c- axis82. Therefore, the [3 0 1̅] micropillar shows easy, preferential slip, 

compared to the [0 0 1] micropillar. We again performed the image analysis under the 

reference coordinate system in Figure 4.1(a), and confirmed that plastic deformation always 

occurred in the [1 0 0](0 0 1) slip system of the tetragonal phase. Note that the yielding of [3 0 

1̅] micropillars occurs without phase transformation. Thus, the slip must occur in the tetragonal 

structure, which is different from the [0 0 1] micropillar which shows plastic deformation in the 

collapsed tetragonal structure. Bright field (BF)-TEM images obtained from a FIB- cut cross-

section of the single crystal looking down the [1 0 0] zone axis confirm that the as-grown 

crystal does not include any dislocations. Thus, slip presumably occurs via dislocation 

nucleation at the free surfaces. Our experimental results show in a more controlled manner that 

Ni et al.’s qualitative observation of micaceous plasticity corresponds to the preferential <1 0 

0>(0 0 1) slip64. 
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Figure 4.2. (a) Stress-strain curves for compression testing done along the c-axis. This plot 

shows four distinct stages. Stage I: a linear elastic region of the tetragonal structure. Stage II: 

the transformation region. Stage III: the linear elastic region of the collapsed tetragonal 

structure. The red broken-line curve shows loading and unloading processes before plastic 

deformation occurs. Stage IV: the beginning of plastic deformation. (b) A graph of the dynamic 

stiffness vs. strain, which coincides with the black solid-line stress-strain curve in Figure 

4.2(a); (c) A comparison of the compression  stress - strain  compression  curves  of  the  [0  0  1]  

(black  solid  line)  and  [0 3 1̅] directions (red-broken line); (d) A graph of the dynamic stiffness 

vs. strain for [0 3 1̅] compression in Figure 2(c). 
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4.4. Discussion 

 
The phase change in CaFe2As2 reported in the literature has been attributed to the 

formation and breaking of As-As bonds, a process significantly different from conventional 

shape memory materials that show martensitic-austenitic phase transitions53. Our stress-strain 

curves show that this phase transition should occur in stage II in Figure 4.2(a). As further 

evidence of a phase change, continuous stiffness measurements in Fig. 2(b) show a drop in 

contact stiffness during stage II. This decrease in stiffness is a direct result of the phase 

transition in this material. The contact stiffness can be directly measures using the 

nanoindentation software, but the exact moment of phase transition can be determined through 

the inflection points of the contact stiffness vs strain curves. The first derivative of the stress – 

strain curve and the second derivative is used to plot the inflection points which help to pin 

point where the linear elastic regions begin and end for each stage. An example of this for the 

type of stress – strain curve that is observed can show how and where these transition regions 

are determined is shown in Figure 4.3. Typically, without phase transition, plastically 

deforming materials exhibit an increase in stiffness with continued loading12. The decrease in 

stiffness in Figure 4.2(b) implies that the lattice structure is collapsing dynamically during the 

compression test. A sudden decrease in the c lattice parameter leads to a dynamic loss of 

stiffness. Once the phase transformation is finished, the contact stiffness increases as expected 

(stage III). Upon unloading in the middle of stage III prior to yielding, the reverse phase 

transition occurs, and the deformation is fully recovered. This provides further evidence of a 

lack of classical plastic deformation in stage II and provides definitive evidence of a phase 

transition. Based on our results, the stage I, II, and III correspond to the linear elastic region for 

the tetragonal structure, the phase transformation, and the linear elastic region for the collapsed 
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tetragonal structure, respectively. Therefore, CaFe2As2 can exhibit excellent superelasticity 

(~12% in strain) along the c-direction via a collapsed tetragonal phase transformation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Schematic examples of a stress – strain curve and its derivatives in order to confirm 
where the phase transformation regions occur. The first derivative is contact stiffness vs strain which 
helps us to show that stiffness increases, decreases and increases again, showing two different 
phases occurring. The second derivative helps to find where those regions begin and end, through 
using the inflection and zero points. The zero points on the strain axis show the ending of the first 
elastic region and the beginning of the second. The inflection point shows the middle of the 
transition region of phase transformation. 
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4.4.1. Micaceous plasticity mechanism and DFT calculations 

 

It is equally important to understand the origins of the strong anisotropic plasticity, i.e., 

micaceous plasticity, in CaFe2As2. To investigate this, DFT simulations were conducted by 

the Weinberger group and used to calculate the GSF energy curves and the theoretical 

strengths, which are useful in understanding a resistance to slip. Based on the experimental 

observations, we studied the [1 0 0](0 0 1) slip system in the tetragonal structure and the 

[3 0 1̅](1 0 3) slip system in the collapsed tetragonal structure. Note that DFT simulations are 

typically conducted at 0 K, as opposed to the experiments which are conducted at room 

temperature. This is important because at 0 K, the two possible phases of CaFe2As2 are the 

collapsed tetragonal structure and the orthorhombic structure as opposed to room temperature 

experiments where the two structures are the collapsed tetragonal and tetragonal structures. 

This is because upon heating through 170K, CaFe2As2 undergoes a magnetic transition through 

the Neel temperature causing the magnetic moments to disorder, transforming the crystal from 

orthorhombic to tetragonal79. Fortunately, because the magnitude of the structural change is 

too small to affect the structural and mechanical properties, it is still possible to obtain a 

quantitative picture of slip process in the tetragonal structure. Note that care is needed when 

using the orthorhombic structure instead of tetragonal structure, because they have different 

reference coordinate systems (Figure 4.4(c) and 4.4(d)), which are rotated by approximately 

45o about the c-axis. For instance, the [1 1 0] and [1 1̅ 0] axes of the orthorhombic structure 

are nearly parallel to the [1 0 0] and [0 1 0] axes of the tetragonal structure, respectively. Thus, 

the GSF energy curves for [1 1 0] and [1 1̅ 0] in the orthorhombic structure were calculated to 

study the slip process along the [1 0 0] (or [0 1 0]) direction in tetragonal structure. 
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Figure 4.4. (a) A unit cell of the CaFe2As2 structure. There are two possible (0 0 1) slip planes 
that may occur, one between the Ca and As layers and the second between the As and Fe layers. 
(b) The combination of ½ [3 1 1̅](1 0 3) and ½ [3 1̅  1̅](1 0 3) slip in the collapsed tetragonal 

structure (solid magenta lines) and [3 0 1̅](1 0 3) slip (broken red arrow). (c) The reference 
coordinate system of collapsed tetragonal structure and (d) The reference coordinate system of 
orthorhombic structure. Note that the coordinate system of orthorhombic structure is rotates 

nearly 45o about the c-axis as compared to that of the tetragonal structure. (Curtesy of 
Weinberger Group at Colorado State University) 
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4.4.1.1. Analysis of slip systems 
 

First, DFT simulations by Christopher Weinberger and his group were done to 

understand the easy slip process in the [1 1 0](0 0 1) and [1 1̅ 0](0 0 1) slip systems. Note that 

there are two different (0 0 1) layer sets in CaFe2As2. One is the slip plane between the Ca and 

As layers, and the other is that between the Fe and As layers (Figure 4.5(a)). We noticed that 

the minimum energy path (MEP) of the Ca-As layer is ½ [1 1 0] (which is nearly equivalent to 

[1 0 0] in the tetragonal structure), and the MEPs of the Fe-As layer are ½ [1 0 0] and ½ [0 1 

0]. In the case of the Fe-As layer, by combining ½ [1 0 0] and ½ [0 1 0], it is still possible to 

obtain ½ [1 1 0] (The GSF curve directly along ½ [1 1 0] is roughly 33% larger than the ½ [0 

1 0] and also has a larger Burgers vector, and therefore is not reported here.). Thus, it is 

necessary to compare these three different MEPs, ½ [1 1 0]Ca-As, ½ [1 0 0]Fe-As and ½ [0 1 0]Fe-

As to determine which one is energetically more favorable. Figure 4.5(a) shows that the GSF 

energy barrier for the ½ [1 1 0] MEP in the Ca-As layer is much lower than that for the other 

two MEPs, by almost an order of magnitude. Also, from the GSF energy data, we obtained the 

theoretical rigid shear strengths (the slope of the GSF curves) of ~18 GPa for ½ [1 1 0]Ca-As 

by using τth = dγGFS/dx|max is the theoretical strength, γGSF the generalized stacking fault energy, 

and 𝑥 is the displacement (Here, ranges from zero to the x value of the first peak of 𝛾𝐺𝑆𝐹.)85. 

Note that the magnitude of the GSF energy barrier in the ½ [1 1 0](0 0 1) slip system in the 

Ca-As layer is similar to those of ductile metals86. The ½ [1 1 0](0 0 1) slip system in the 

orthorhombic structure is nearly equivalent to the [1 0 0](0 0 1) slip system in the tetragonal 

structure. Thus, the extensive ductility of [3 0 1̅] micropillars should occur in the [1 0 0](0 

0 1) slip system of Ca-As layer set (Figure 4.2(c)). Note that similar calculations of the 

collapsed tetragonal structure result in the same conclusions, but the magnitudes are larger due 

to the reduced c-lattice constants and additional covalent bonding between the As atoms. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) Generalized Stacking Fault (GSF) energy curves of the [1 1 0]Ca-As, [1 0 0]Fe-As 

and [0 1 0]Fe-As for (0 0 1) slip plane. Note that all the notations are with respect to the 
orthorhombic structure and that the physical lengths are not equivalent; (b) Generalized 

stacking fault (GSF) energy barrier curves for the ½ [3 1 1̅](1 0 3) + ½ [3 1̅ 1̅](1 0 3) and [3 0 

1̅](1 0 3) slip systems of the collapsed tetragonal structure in the Ca and As layers. Note that 
all notations are in reference to the collapsed tetragonal structure and the displacement for the 

½ [3 11̅] (1 0 3) + ½ [3 1̅ 1̅](1 0 3) systems are relative to a displacement along the [3 11̅] and 

[3 1̅ 1̅] directions and, as plotted, include a direction change at the relative displacement of 0.5 
as described in Figure 4.3(b). (Curtesy of Weinberger Group at Colorado State University)
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4.4.1.2. Generalized stacking fault energies 

Next, we need to investigate the GSF energy curve of the [3 0 1̅](1 0 3) slip system in 

the collapsed tetragonal structure to understand the plastic slip observed in [0 0 1] compression. 

Based on the crystallographic analysis, the direct slip along [3 0 1̅] direction is energetically too 

expensive because the slip vector, i.e., Burgers vector, is too large. The combination of two 

perfect dislocation slips, ½ [3 1 1̅](1 0 3) and ½ [3 1̅ 1̅](1 0 3), would be more energetically 

favorable because it is possible to reduce the magnitude of the slip vector (Figure 4.3(b)). Also, 

the energy barrier of [3 0 1] slip is much higher than for [3 1̅ 1]̅ slip (Figure 4.4(b)). The result 

shows that the theoretical shear strength, ~96 GPa in the ½ [3 1 1̅](1 0 3) slip system is much 

higher than ~18 GPa of the [1 0 0](0 0 1) slip system on Ca-As layers in the tetragonal structure 

(Figure 4.4(b)). This difference explains why the [1 0 0](0 0 1) slip system is much more 

favorable and becomes operative at a relatively low stress level (~500 MPa), compared to the 

½ [3 1 1̅](1 0 3) slip system (~2.7 GPa). Also, our experimental results show that the critical 

resolved shear stresses (CRSSs) for yielding are 1314 MPa and 250 MPa for [0 0 1] and [3 0 

1̅] micropillars, respectively. The low CRSS for loading along [3 0 1̅] implies that even small 

misorientations from a [0 0 1] direction have the potential to induce plasticity in a [1 0 0](0 0 

1) slip system. (Note that each CRSS value is obtained from a single micropillar and cannot 

be representative due to the possible statistical variation in mechanical properties at the 

micrometer scale. In this study, however, we focus on a large difference in deformation 

behavior between [0 0 1] and [3 0 1̅] compressions, which must not be influenced by the 

statistical error in CRSS value.) Thus, it is important to deform precisely along the c-axis to 

exhibit superelasticity and to avoid plastic deformation. This information will be important in 

the future design of single crystal CaFe2As2 superelastic structures. 
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4.5. Summary 

 
In summary, we have investigated quantitatively superelasticity and micaceous 

plasticity in the intermetallic compound CaFe2As2 by measuring the stress-strain response of 

single crystals with in-situ micropillar compression and comparing our results to DFT 

calculations. Uni-axial compression along the c-axis results in superelasticity (~12% 

recoverable strain) via a phase transformation between the tetragonal and collapsed tetragonal 

phases as expected from hydrostatic pressure experiments. The combination of the high elastic 

limit (~12%), yield strength (~2.7 GPa), and narrow hysteresis loop implies that CaFe2As2 can 

absorb and release large amounts of strain-energy per unit volume, which opens up the 

potential to develop small volume materials with superior elastic properties. The significantly 

low values of the generalized stacking fault energy and theoretical strength for the [1 0 0](0 0 

1) slip system between the Ca-As layers as compared to other slip systems helps to explain the 

micaceous nature of plasticity in CaFe2As2. 
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Chapter 5: Uniaxial compression of [0 0 1]-oriented CaFe2As2 

single crystal 

5.1. Introduction 

 
Intermetallic compounds possess a mixture of metallic, ionic, and covalent bonds along 

with an ordered crystal structure, which often provide unique physical, chemical, magnetic 

and/or electronic properties, making them attractive functional materials for current and future 

applications. The Fe-based ThCr2Si2–structured intermetallic compounds have been 

extensively studied because of their high-pressure sensitivity to structural, magnetic and 

electronic properties and of a unique deformation-induced structural transition between 

tetragonal (or orthorhombic) and collapsed tetragonal phases1,2. This deformation-induced 

structural transition is a purely uni-axial process and was termed collapsed-tetragonal phase 

transition. Among ThCr2Si2–structured intermetallic compounds, CaFe2As2 single crystals 

have recently drawn strong attention in solid state physics due to its remarkable pressure 

sensitivity to its material properties under hydrostatic pressure and its high temperature 

superconductivity with elemental doping44,45,57. Application of hydrostatic pressure has shown 

a ~10% reduction of the c-axis length, and Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation 

suggested that this collapsed-tetragonal phase transition occurs by making As-As bonds and 

influences magnetism and superconductivity significantly3–7. 

So far, most studies on CaFe2As2 has focused on its electronic and magnetic 

properties4,45,46,58, but its mechanical properties have not been studied widely. The size of the 

solution-grown crystal is usually only about one millimeter, which is not big enough to perform 

a standard bulk-scale uni-axial mechanical test. Also, the shape of the single crystal looks like 
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a thin plate with irregular edge shapes, making it even harder to perform a mechanical test. To 

overcome the issues in dimension and shape, however, I used micropillar compression testing 

that has been recently developed to study the mechanical properties at the micro - nano-meter 

scale. Previous uni-axial compression testing on CaFe2As2 micropillars, with diameters of 2 

μm, along the [0 0 1] direction confirmed that it is strong enough to exhibit the collapsed 

tetragonal phase transformation before failure, leading to the significant reduction in c- axis 

length87. This lattice collapse can be reversed during unloading, making it possible to achieve 

the giant elastic strain, i.e., superelasticity87. Our results showed the elastic limit of CaFe2As2 

around 13%. Remarkably repeatable stress-strain curves have been shown up to 100 cycles 

during cyclic deformation, implying no accumulation of mechanical damage such as the 

rearrangement of dislocations. Furthermore, due to its large elastic limit and high yield 

strength, the modulus of resilience (the strain energy absorption per volume) is orders of 

magnitude higher than other advanced structural materials. Also, its layer-like crystal structure 

produces micaceous deformation under off-c-axis loading, leading to strong anisotropy in 

plasticity88. Note that the fundamental mechanism of superelasticity in CaFe2As2 is a purely 

uni-axial process along the c- axis, which is entirely different from the conventional shear 

mechanisms of martensitic-austenitic transformation in conventional crystalline shape memory 

alloys. 

Superelasticity and its related deformation-induced phase transformation behaviors are 

usually strongly influenced by the initial microstructure and temperature. For instance, the 

behavior of deformation twinning in shape memory alloys can be tuned easily by the control 

of composition. Furthermore, phase transformation in shape memory alloys is usually a 

thermally activated process, so the onset stress of phase transformation is usually sensitive to 
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temperature8,9. These principles can be applied to CaFe2As2 because the two essential 

mechanisms of collapsed-tetragonal phase transformation, the formation of As-As bonds and 

the collapse of Fe magnetic moments, could also be strongly influenced by local atomic 

arrangement and thermal vibration. The existence of interstitials or vacancies around As atoms 

would influence the As-As bonding process. Thermal vibration would tend to break As-As 

bonds as well as to reconfigure the spatial distribution of Fe magnetic moments. Thus, in order 

to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanical behavior of CaFe2As2, it is important to 

investigate how defect structures and temperature affects both superelasticity and collapsed-

tetragonal phase transformation. 

In this work, therefore, we performed in-situ micropillar compression testing to study 

the mechanical response of CaFe2As2 having three different microstructures along with. One 

crystal was grown in Sn-solution. The other two crystals were grown in FeAs-solution. Here, 

one was quenched immediately after the FeAs solution growth, and the other was made by 

annealing this quenched crystal. Microstructure and composition analyses showed that all three 

crystals have ThCr2S2-type crystal structure, but the FeAs-grown/annealed sample includes 

nanoscale precipitates of FeAs. Also, FeAs-grown/quenched sample shows the weak spatial 

variation in chemical composition. According to microcompression data, the Sn-grown and 

FeAs- grown/annealed specimens show similar stress-strain behaviors while the FeAs-

grown/quenched samples show a large scattering in the stress-strain data. In addition, we have 

recently developed an in-situ cryogenic nanomechanical testing system and confirmed that the 

decrease in temperature significantly lowers the onset stress of collapsed-tetragonal phase 

transformation in the Sn-grown samples. In this paper, all these experimental results will be 

discussed in terms of the formation of As-As bonds. The simple energy calculation will also 
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be used to understand the relation between phase transformation, superelasticity, and 

temperature in more detail. Note that there are over 400 materials with the same ThCr2Si2-type 

crystal structure, which may be the most populous of all crystal structure types10. Therefore, it 

is expected that a more detailed study on mechanical behavior and its relationship with the 

collapsed tetragonal phase transformation in CaFe2As2 would allow us to obtain new 

knowledge in the field of superelasticity and phase transition.  

 
 

5.2. Experimental procedure 

 

5.2.1. Single crystal growth 

 

Three different single crystals of CaFe2As2 were grown from Sn- and FeAs-solution 

(Figure 5.1). One crystal grown from a Sn-solution where elements of Ca, Fe, As, and Sn were 

combined together with a given ratio of Ca:Fe:As:Sn = 2:3.5:4:96. These crystals were grown 

through a slow cooling of the Ca-Fe-As-Sn melt from 1180°C to 600°C at 5°C/h. The excess 

liquid solution was then decanted off. The detailed description of Sn-solution growth is also 

available elsewhere46. Two other single crystals of CaFe2As2 were grown using an excess FeAs 

solution growth method. The quenched crystals were rapidly cooled from a melt of CaFe4As4 

from 1180° to 1020°C for over 3 hours, and then slowly cooling from 1020° to 960°C for over 

35 hours, following a decanting off of the excess liquid which quenches the sample to room 

temperature. The annealed FeAs-grown sample was produced by heat-treating the quenched 

sample at 500°C for a week, which were sealed in an evacuated silica tube under argon 

atmosphere. These FeAs- solution growth techniques are discussed in depth elsewhere, too57. 

All these single crystals are of millimeter-size with plate like geometry, and the wide surface 

always corresponds to the [0 0 1] plane (Figure 5.2(a), 5.2(b) and 5.2(c)). The crystal structure 
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of CaFe2As2 (Figure 5.2(d)) has a tetragonal unit cell with its vertical c-axis three times as long 

as it’s a-axis at room temperature. The unit cell structure can be thought of as alternating layers 

of Ca atoms and Fe2As2 clusters. 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of solution growth process for Sn- and FeAs-solution 

grown CaFe2As2 single crystals. 
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Figure 5.2. Optical micrographs of three different CaFe2As2 single crystals. (a) Sn-solution 

grown, (b) FeAs-solution grown/quenched, (c) FeAs-solution grown/annealed CaFe2As2 single 

crystals, (d) CaFe2As2 unit cell structure, and (e) SEM image of micropillar. 
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5.2.2. Micromechanical testing 

 

Due to the small dimensions and a plate-like shape of the solution-grown single crystals, 

it is difficult to perform bulk-scale uni-axial mechanical testing. Thus, micropillar compression 

testing would be the best solution to investigate the uni-axial mechanical behavior in 

CaFe2As2. Micropillars with a 3:1 height to diameter ratio were produced along the [0 0 1] 

direction using focused-ion beam (FIB) milling (Helios Nanolab 460F1, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, USA) (Figure 5.2(e)). Most experiments in this study were completed with 

micropillars having a diameter of ~2 μm. For the Sn-solution samples, however, we also 

fabricated micropillars with diameters of 4 μm and 350 nm, which were used to investigate the 

size effect on yield strength and the onset/offset strength of phase transformation. 

In-situ uni-axial compression testing was performed using the flattened tip of a 

nanoindenter (NanoflipTM, Nanomechanics Inc., TN, USA) installed in a field-emission gun 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL 6330F, JEOL, Japan) under ultra-high vacuum 

conditions (< 10-4 Pa). A nominal displacement rate of 10 nm/s was used during uniaxial 

compression, corresponding to a nominal strain rate of ~10-3 s-1. We also measured the real-

time contact stiffness by using a continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) to confirm the 

occurrence of phase transformation. In order to carefully and confidently determine strain 

measurements, we performed a Sneddon correction with the effective Young’s modulus of the 

pillar base, which was measured by nanoindentation, on all of the strain data that was 

gathered10–12. This helps to ensure the strain measurements that are being reported were 

calculated correctly. In addition, due to the nature of in-situ testing in scanning electron 

microscopes, it is possible to visually measure the displacement of pillars through video and 

then calculate strain. Combining the Sneddon correction along with video measurements, we 
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can be confident that all of our results for strain were correctly measured and reported. 

 

5.2.3. Microstructural and Compositional Analysis 

 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization was performed in order to 

study the microstructures of the single crystals, especially that of the quenched Fe-As crystal 

with precipitates in order to see how and why the microstructure might affect the mechanical 

behavior. Cross-sectional TEM specimens were prepared from solution-grown single crystals 

of CaFe2As2 using a Helios 460 F1 dual-beam focused ion beam / scanning electron 

microscope (FIB/SEM) instrument. This instrument is equipped with a low-kV scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) detector, an EasyliftTM nano-manipulator, a 

MultiChemTM gas injection system, and a flip-stage to aid in the preparation of high-quality, 

electron-transparent TEM lamellae. A layer of Platinum was deposited in situ to protect the 

TEM specimen from ion beam damage during milling operations. A thick lamella was prepared 

by milling trenches on either side of the protective Pt layer; this lamella was then pre-thinned 

before it was transferred onto a Cu-grid on the flip stage for final milling. The pre-thinned 

lamella was then milled to produce an electron-transparent specimen by reducing the ion beam 

voltage and current iteratively from 30 kV and 0.23 nA to 5kV and 41 pA. The TEM specimens 

were examined in Tecnai T-12 and Talos F200X (both Thermo Fisher Scientific) operated at 

120kV and 200kV, respectively. The Talos F200X STEM is equipped with a SuperXTM energy 

dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDXS) system, which has four in-column silicon drift detectors 

(SDD) that enables the collection of high-resolution x-ray maps. 
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5.3. Results and Discussion 

 

5.3.1. Size effect on mechanical properties 

 

Mechanical properties of materials are often size-dependent particularly at the micrometer 

length scale. Thus, size effect needs to be examined to see whether these mechanical properties 

observed changes with increasing or decreasing sample sizes.  

The mechanical data of CaFe2As2 show that there is the slight size effect in the sub-micron 

scale, but not in the micrometer scale (Figure 5.3). The size effect usually appears when the length 

scale of unit process becomes comparable with that of sample dimension. “Smaller is Stronger” 

behavior would be the best example that appears when the average distance of dislocations 

becomes closer to the micropillar diameter10,13,14. In the case of CaFe2As2, the length scale of unit 

process is the dimension of unit cell because the unit cell is the smallest unit of collapsed tetragonal 

phase transformation. Thus, there would be no size effect as long as the micropillar dimension is 

much larger than the dimension of unit cell. This explains no difference in stress-stain data between 

micropillars with 2 µm and 4 µm in diameter, and we would be able to assume that our micropillar 

data would correspond to bulk data.  

However, the submicron-sized pillar shows slightly higher onset and offset stress of phase 

transformation. This change in onset and offset stress of phase transformation would not be related 

to the micropillar diameter because the submicron diameter is still much larger than the dimension 

of unit cell. In micropillar studies, there have been significant concern regarding the FIB damage 

on the surface. The typical penetration depth of Ga+ ion beam is around 20 nm. If the diameter of 

micropillar is sub micrometers, the volume fraction of Ga+ ion damaged layer is not negligible 

anymore. It is difficult to find the location of implanted Ga atoms, but they would make the 

formation of As-As bonds harder. For instance, Ga interstitials would increase the distance 
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between As atoms, leading to the higher onset stress to produce the As-As bonds. Thus, the weak 

size effect at the sub-micrometer scale would be related to the FIB-damage rather than the intrinsic 

size effect. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Stress-strain plot of various size micropillars under uniaxial loading along 

the c-axis. 
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5.3.2. Microstructural and Compositional Analysis 

 

The Sn solution-grown single crystal exhibits a clean, homogeneous, and dislocation-

free microstructure as discovered through TEM analysis with the [1 0 0] zone axis (Figure 

5.4). Also, the EDXS analysis confirmed that the composition is nearly Ca:Fe:As = 1:2:2. 

Several studies reported that dislocations are often observed in Sn-grown CaFe2As2 
3, but we 

could not see any dislocations in our samples. The several thick lines in the TEM image are 

the bend contours (Figure 5.4). Thus, we expect that our Sn-grown CaFe2As2 crystal possesses 

the ideal 1:2:2 structure without dislocations. 

The FeAs-grown quenched single crystal shows the weak spatial variations in 

composition and structure (Figure 5.5)53. We found tweed-like patterns that are formed 

diagonally with respect to the (0 0 1) plane. This feature was not observed in Sn-grown and 

FeAs-grown/annealed samples. Thus, there seem to be local compositional fluctuation in the 

FeAs-grown/quenched single crystal. Shi et al. and Ma et al. suggested that the local fluctuation 

of Ca2+ concentration is responsible for the tweed structure in CaFe2As2. Local Ca-deficiency 

in our result agrees with their suggestion. 

The microstructure of FeAs-grown/annealed sample is different from the other two 

samples. There are nanoscale precipitates (Figure 5.6(a)), and this result agrees with Ran et 

al.’s work. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images confirmed the excellent lattice match that 

correspond to the coherent phase boundaries of the {0 0 1} and {1 -1 0} planes (Figure 5.6(b)). 

Nanoscale EDXS analysis shows that the composition of the precipitate is nearly Fe:As = 1:1. 

Thus, the precipitate would be an FeAs intermetallic compound. The composition and structure 

of the matrix generally corresponds to Ca:Fe:As=1:2:2, but the region around this 

precipitate is significantly Ca- and As-deficient. Also, note that the tweed-like structure does 
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not exist in this sample. Thus, annealing process would make the microstructure of matrix 

more homogeneous. 

Finally, electron diffraction pattern analysis shows that the crystal structure of the three 

crystals (excluding the FeAs precipitate) are identical, and there seems to be no other 

metastable phases. We found that the Sn-grown crystal has lattice parameters of a = 0.371 nm 

and c = 1.132 nm. FeAs-grown/quenched crystal possesses the lattice parameters of a = 0.371 

nm and c = 1.010 nm, while FeAs-grown/annealed crystal possesses the lattice parameters of 

a = 0.374 nm and c = 1.140 nm. The c-axis length of FeAs-grown/quenched crystal is slightly 

shorter (about 3%) than Sn-grown and FeAs-grown/quenched crystals, but the a-axis (or b-

axis) length has nearly no difference. The slightly smaller length of c-axis is also similar with 

Saparov et al.’s recent X-ray analysis on FeAs-grown/quenched CaFe2As2
89. 
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Figure 5.4. Bright field TEM image of Sn-solution sample. The inset is the diffraction 

pattern with the [1 0 0] zone axis. 
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Figure 5.5. Tweed-like pattern forming diagonally to the (0 0 1) plane, showing variations 

in the microstructure for the FeAs-grown quenched single crystal. 
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Figure 5.6. TEM images of the FeAs-grown/annealed CaFe2As2. (a) Bright-field TEM image. 

The white arrows indicate the precipitates. The inset shows the diffraction pattern with the [1 1 

0] zone axis; (b) HRTEM image of the matrix and precipitate. The insets show the Fast-Fourier 

Transformed diffraction patterns at matrix and precipitates. Both patterns match well. 
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5.3.3. Mechanical Analysis 

 

Micropillars, which were made out of Sn-solution grown sample, show a nearly 

identical stress-strain behavior regardless of the locations of pillar fabrication (Figure 5.7). 

However, FeAs- solution grown/annealed sample also shows a stochastic stress-strain 

behavior, but it often showed the lower fracture strength. This sample contains nano-scale 

precipitates, which correspond to a FeAs intermetallic compound. The existence of 

intermetallic compound precipitate would induce the stress-concentration, which result in the 

easy nucleation of crack. Therefore, fracture could occur at a low stress level in stochastic 

manner. FeAs-solution grown/as-quenched sample shows the atomic-scale structural and 

compositional fluctuations in their microstructure (Figure 5.5). As a consequence, stochastic 

stress-strain behaviors were observed. Particularly, the transition behavior between T and cT 

phase was different for every sample. This result would be related to inhomogeneous 

microstructure, which could provide a different microstructure with each micropillar. 
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Figure 5.7. A graph of multiple stress vs strain curves for Sn-flux, FeAs-flux as-quenched and 

annealed CaFe2As2 samples. Sn-flux shows consistency in the plots. The FeAs-flux as-

quenched are more scattered, while the FeAs-flux annealed samples show lower stresses. 
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5.4. Summary 

 
In summary, we have investigated how microstructure effects superelasticity in the 

intermetallic compound CaFe2As2 by measuring the stress-strain response of Sn-grown, FeAs- 

grown annealed, and FeAs-grown as-quenched single crystals using in-situ micropillar 

compression and comparing our results to TEM analysis results and DFT calculations. Uni-

axial compression along the c-axis in all three crystals resulted in superelasticity via a phase 

transformation from the tetragonal phase to the collapsed tetragonal phase as expected from 

previous experiments. Similar stress-strain responses were seen for both the Sn-grown and 

FeAs- grown annealed crystals, while the FeAs-grown as-quenched crystal exhibited a decreae 

in phase transformation strain. The difference in mechanical response is due to an excess of 

Fe and As in the as-quenched sample, confirmed by microstructural analysis. The similarity in 

mechanical response is attributed to the similar matrix microstructure between the Sn-grown 

and annealed samples, where the excess Fe and As formed FeAs precipitates through the 

annealing process. DFT calculations explained that the FeAs precipitates were the most 

energetically favorable to form giving the smallest lattice mismatch between the matrix and 

the precipitate. 
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Chapter 6: Nanoindentation 

 

 
6.1. Introduction 

 
ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compounds have been widely investigated due to their 

unique electronic and magnetic properties10. The FeAs-based pnictides are particularly 

attractive due to their high temperature superconductivity and tunable properties through the 

application of pressure4,9,40,83,90–92. Among several FeAs-based pnictides, CaFe2As2 has been 

the most widely studied, due to the strong pressure sensitivity of its material properties and 

lattice structure. 

We recently discovered superelasticity and cryogenic shape memory effects in this 

material since the collapsed tetragonal phase transition can be reversed once the applied force 

is released87. Micropillar compression along the c-axis showed a nearly 13% elastic limit and 

a high yield strength of 3 GPa. CaFe2As2 also exhibits ultra-high elastic energy absorption and 

release capability per unit volume, 10~1000 times higher than those of high strength alloys 

and ceramics. Furthermore, because of the large hysteresis observed during loading and 

unloading below 50K, there should also be a linear shape memory effect. CaFe2As2 is also 

expected to have superior fatigue resistance due to the fact that the geometry of the phase 

transformation does not lead to the accumulation of any residual stresses or dislocations. 

Therefore, CaFe2As2 is attractive not only as an electronic/magnetic material but also as a 

structural material. 

Due to its strong potential as a structural material, it is important to characterize the 

deformation and fracture behavior of this compound in more detail. Nanoindentation on 

intermetallic compounds, which are typically relatively brittle, usually induce plastic 
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deformation and fracture at the same time. Thus, nanoindentation is an excellent technique for 

investigating the mechanical behavior of intermetallic compounds. In this study, we used 

nanoindentation to study the plastic deformation and fracture behavior of CaFe2As2 and found 

three unique mechanical behaviors: strain bursts, radial cracking, and lateral cracking. Strain 

bursts and radial cracking can be understood by conventional indentation plasticity and 

cracking mechanisms. We also performed Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations to 

elucidate the microscopic origins of lateral cracking. DFT simulations revealed that ideal 

cleavage along the (001) planes requires a much lower stress than for cleavage along the {100} 

planes, keeping in mind that in the tetragonal structure the (001) planes and {100} planes are 

different. This strong anisotropy of cleavage strength implies that CaFe2As2 has an atomic-

scale layered structure, which usually shows lateral cracking during nanoindentation. Our 

results help to provide a more in-depth understanding of plasticity and fracture processes in 

CaFe2As2 and will be useful in the development of mechanically robust devices using this 

compound. 

 

6.2. Experimental and Computational Details 

 
The solution growth method used to produce single crystals of CaFe2As2 is described 

in detail elsewhere59,87. The crystals obtained typically have sizes of up to 5x5x1 mm3 (Figure 

6.1(a)). The microstructure and composition of the CaFe2As2 crystals were analyzed using 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Tecnai T-12, FEI, OR, USA operated at 120 kV) 

and energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDXS) in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

(Teneo LoVac, FEI, OR, USA operated at 30 kV), respectively. Nanoindentation was 

performed at room temperature using an iNanoTM system (Nanomechanics, Inc., TN, USA). A 
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standard Berkovich tip nanoindentation technique was performed along the [001] direction 

with an indentation strain rate of 0.2 s-1 and indentation depths of 60, 100, 150, and 600 nm. 

A Helios NanolabTM 460F1 (FEI, OR, USA) dual-beam SEM and focused ion beam (FIB) 

system was used to investigate the indent morphologies and to prepare FIB-cut lamellae for 

TEM investigation. 

In order to simulate the nature of fracture in CaFe2As2, we utilized density functional 

theory (DFT) to compute the cleavage energy and the ideal cleavage strength along particular 

crystallographic directions in both the orthorhombic (O) and collapsed tetragonal (CT) 

structures of CaFe2As2. Two different planes were chosen, the (001) plane, between both Ca-

As layers and Fe-As layers, and the (100) plane, which was chosen for comparison with the 

(001) and is different in the orthorhombic and tetragonal crystals. To compute the cleavage 

energy of the (001) plane, four unit cells along the [001] direction were utilized for a total 

length of 45.9 Å. For the (100) planes, eight unit cells along the [100] direction were used with 

a total length of 31.9 Å. The supercells were then relaxed with fully periodic boundary 

conditions, and antiferromagnetic stripe ordering was used for the O structure. Then, 

sequentially, a vacuum gap was introduced between select atomic planes to simulate the 

cleavage process, and the total energy and stress (derivative of the energy with respect to 

displacement) were determined, a process outlined in93. The simulations were carried out using 

the Vienna Ab initio simulation package (VASP)60,94,95, a plane wave DFT code, using the 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functions62,96, the projector augmented 

wave (PAW) pseudo-potentials61,97, 450 eV plane wave cutoff and Monkhost-Pack integration 

scheme of 9x9x1 integration points for the O unit cell. 
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Figure 6.1. (a) Optical macrograph of a CaFe2As2 single crystal (b) BF STEM (left) and TEM 

(right) images showing a homogeneous defect-free internal structure. The inset [1 0 0] zone 

axis selected area diffraction pattern confirms the orientation of the crystal. 

 

 
 

6.3. Results and Discussion 

 
EDXS at four different locations shows that the area average composition 

(Ca:Fe:As=19.97:40.13:39.90 at.%) is very close to the ideal 1:2:2 stoichiometry. A bright-

field (BF) scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) image obtained in the 

FIB/SEM, and higher magnification BF TEM images, show that our sample is initially free of 

dislocations and inhomogeneities (Figure 6.1(b)). This is in stark contrast to the layer structure 

exhibited by BaFe2As2
98, which is another ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compound. There is 

some Sn residue on the surface of the CaFe2As2 crystals, because they are grown in a Sn-flux. 

Care was taken to obtain indentations while avoiding contact between the indenter and the Sn 

residue. 

A standard Berkovich nanoindentation technique was performed on the (0 0 1) plane 

with three different indentation depths, 60, 100, and 150 nm (Figure 6.2(a) - (c)). Load-

displacement curves show that the first three strain bursts occur at similar load and 
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displacement values (Figure 2(a) - (c)). SEM images of the sample surface show two distinct 

features; residual indents and radial cracks (Figure 6.2(d)-(f)). Strain bursts should be related 

to plastic deformation that forms the residual indents since radial cracking usually does not 

produce strain bursts in load-displacement curves. Our previous work using micropillar 

compression along the [0 0 1] direction and DFT simulations suggests that strain is 

accommodated by plastic deformation on the −
1

2
 〈3 1 1̅〉{1 0 3}   slip system88. Thus, the 

residual indent would be formed primarily by dislocation plasticity in this slip system. TEM 

and EDXS analyses show that our sample is dislocation-free and chemically homogeneous 

prior to deformation. Thus, the first strain burst in the load-displacement curves should be 

associated with dislocation nucleation, rather than the activation of pre-existing dislocation 

sources. In the case of the activation of pre-existing dislocation sources, the onset 

displacements and the sizes of the strain bursts usually vary within a wide range, because the 

activation of the dislocation source depends strongly on its statistical distribution. However, 

dislocation nucleation usually shows a more consistent behavior. Similarly, micropillar 

compression on dislocation-free body-centered-cubic molybdenum alloy pillars show a 

consistent onset displacement and stress for dislocation nucleation99. Once dislocations are 

introduced into these molybdenum pillars, however, these two values vary significantly from 

pillar to pillar because source activation is sensitive to a given dislocation structure100. The 

onset displacement and strain bust size were plotted as a function of the onset load (Figure 

6.2(g) and 6.2(h)). These plots clearly show consistent onset load for the initial strain burst 

amongst the samples. So, the chemically homogeneous and dislocation-free microstructure of 

CaFe2As2 results in the consistent load and displacement conditions of the first strain burst. 

The second and third strain bursts also occur at relatively similar indentation 
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conditions, but the onset displacement and the size of strain burst are more scattered than 

those of the first strain burst (Figure 6.2(g) and 6.2(h)). The second and third strain bursts are 

not necessarily associated with dislocation nucleation. They could also be related to the 

operation of dislocation sources, which the first dislocation nucleation event could produce. 

It is extremely difficult to confirm experimentally whether the second and third pop-in events 

occur due to the nucleation of new dislocations or due to the operation of potentially newly 

created dislocation source. So, at this point, we are not able to provide a clear picture of 

dislocation process for the second and third events. 

All strain bursts in load-displacement curves exhibit the slightly upward slope. This 

upward slope would be related to the slow propagation of the resultant pop-in instability, i.e. a 

result of the low mobility of the dislocations. We measured the displacement rate during the 

pop-in events, which is about 50~100 nm/sec. This value is much lower than that of metals, 

which are typically over 1000 nm/sec at similar load levels. This result implies that the pop-in 

instability in CaFe2As2 propagates relatively slowly, and this could be related to the low 

mobility of dislocations. This upward slope of the strain bursts is typically observed in 

nanoindentation of ceramics, ionic crystals, and intermetallic compounds, which have the 

relatively low mobility of dislocation101–103
. 

The observation of radial cracking (the white arrows in Figure 6.2(d) - (f)) is likely a 

result of the difficulty of activating sufficient slip systems to carry plastic deformation outside 

the confinement created by the indenter, resulting in fracture. Once the size of the radial crack 

becomes sufficiently large, the load distribution spreads resulting in strain bursts with wider 

distributions (Figure 6.3(a)). We also found surface pop-out (the red broken arrows in Figure 

6.2(f)) for indentation depths larger than 100 nm. For the indentation depth of 600 nm (Figure 
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6.3(a)), a large area of the surface completely moves along the unloading direction (Figure 

6.3(b)). This is certainly different from pile-up, which is usually caused by the plastic flow of 

material. By using FIB, we carefully examined a cross-section of the region underneath the 

indent and found that lateral cracks were present. Such lateral cracks are typically observed in 

indentation of thin films on substrates or of multi-layered materials104 (Figure 6.3(c)). MAX 

phases (Mn+1AXn, (MAX) where n = 1 to 3), which have a layered-like atomic structure, also 

exhibit lateral cracking under indentation. Based on the TEM analysis, our material does not 

have a macroscopic layered-like structure, and thus we conclude that CaFe2As2 behaves 

similarly to MAX phases105. Lateral cracks always form during unloading as a result of atomic 

buckling driven by plastic deformation on the (0 0 1) plane that creates residual stresses during 

loading. During unloading, the geometric constraint of the indenter is removed slowly allowing 

the structure to buckle and fracture along the (0 0 1) planes106. To understand how bonding in 

CaFe2As2 is responsible for the fracture process we utilized DFT to examine ideal fracture. 
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Figure 6.2. Load-displacement curves (a-c) and SEM images (d-f) for indentations with depths 

of: (a,d) 60 nm, (b,e) 100 nm, (c,f) 150 nm. In (c)-(e), the white arrows indicate the radial 

cracks, and the red broken arrows indicate the surface pop-out. The values of the onset 

displacement and the size of the first three strain bursts are shown in (g) and (h) as a function 

of the onset load, respectively. The onset displacement and load are the displacement and load 

values at which a strain burst starts. The size of strain burst is the displacement change between 

its onset and offset. 
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Figure 6.3. Data from an indentation with a depth of 600 nm: (a) Load-displacement curve; 

(b,c) SEM images of: (b) the indent before FIB milling, and (c) a FIB-cut cross-section 

showing sub- surface lateral cracks. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.4 shows the ideal cleavage simulations from DFT for both the O and CT 

phases. In the experiments at room temperature, the crystal structure is tetragonal, which is 

crystallographically similar to the O phase with both being larger than the CT phase along the 

c- axis by roughly 10%. The cleavage simulations demonstrate that it is much easier to cleave 

the (0 0 1) Ca-As planes (Figure 6.4(c)) as compared to the (0 0 1) Fe-As planes (Figure 6.4(d)) 

and the (1 0 0) planes. This is a direct result of the cage structure created by the bonding 

between iron and arsenic, a key feature of the ThCr2Si2 structure. The results in Figure 6.4(c) 

and (d) demonstrate that the cleavage energy and cleavage stress are 2 - 3 times lower for the 

Ca-As (0 0 1) plane. This, in conjunction with the equally favorable slip on this plane through 

Generalized Stacking Fault (GSF) calculations, clearly demonstrates that this material behaves 

in a micaceous-like manner with easy slip and cleavage on the same plane, resulting in very 

anisotropic properties. We note that this is a result of the weak bonding between the Ca and 

Fe2As2 layers, creating an atomically layered material. 
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Our previous micropillar studies [20] also support these DFT results. During uni-axial 

compression, [1 1 3] micropillars exhibit extensive easy slip in the 〈1 0 0〉(0 0 1) system, 

implying that the atomic bonding between the (0 0 1) planes is weak. Thus, the atomic-scale 

layered structure of CaFe2As2 is similar to MAX phases, which also exhibit lateral cracking 

during nanoindentation105. 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6.4. DFT simulations of the cohesive traction-separation: (a) a schematic diagram of 

traction-separation; energy vs. displacement curve for separation, (b) the actual supercells of 

CaFe2As2 used illustrating the different directions in the tetragonal structure and the blue box 

outlines the standard tetragonal unit cell, (c) (0 0 1) Ca-As and Fe-As planes along the [0 0 1] 

direction, and (d) (1 0 0) planes along the [1 0 0] direction. The stress required for separation 

in each inset is calculated by taking the derivative of the energy per unit area with respect to 

displacement. 

 

 

Finally, we can summarize the deformation and fracture behavior for loading and 

unloading conditions (Figure 6.5). During loading, plastic deformation occurs in two primary 

slip systems, the −
1

2
 〈3 1 1̅〉{1 0 3}  and  〈100〉(001).  Dislocation nucleation and 

propagation in the −
1

2
 〈3 1 1̅〉{1 0 3}  slip  system  forms  the  residual  indents  because  the  

Burgers  vector  of  these dislocations have a vertical component, a necessary feature for 
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indentation formation under loading in this orientation. Dislocation nucleation and 

propagation of the 〈1 0 0〉(0 0 1) slip system is not able to contribute to the residual indents 

but can produce plastic deformation along lateral directions and are likely created to maintain 

material compatibility. Flow on this slip system ultimately results in residual stresses which 

contribute to the driving force for material buckling and lateral cracking. When the indenter 

tip is retracted, buckling of (001) layers occurs to relax the compressive residual stresses 

created by these dislocations, resulting lateral cracking. Based on DFT simulation, the lateral 

cracking occurs between (0 0 1) Ca and As layers due to their weak bonding. Finally, radial 

cracks also form at the sharp edge of the Berkovich tip due to stress concentrations and the 

limited number of, as pointed out above, the low mobility of easy slip systems in the 

compound. The lack of or low mobility of dislocation sources are also common in ceramics, 

which frequently exhibit radial cracking during indentation. 

 

 
Figure 6.5. Schematics of the indentation deformation and fracture for (a) loading and (b) 

unloading conditions. (a) During loading, it is possible to nucleate both −
1

2
 〈3 1 1̅〉{1 0 3}    

and 〈1 0 0〉(0 0 1) dislocation. The former is shown as inclined to the vertical axis while 

the lateral appears normal to it and cannot contribute to the residual indent but are likely 

necessary for maintaining material compatibility. Additionally, the formation of radial cracks, 

due to stress concentrations and the low mobility of dislocations, also form. (b) During 

unloading, the residual 〈1 0 0〉(0 0 1) dislocations likely create residual stresses that, when the 

applied load is removed, which drives local buckling. Due to the weak bonding between (001) 

Ca and Fe2As2 layers, the material separates forming lateral cracks. 
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6.4. Summary 

 
We conducted a standard Berkovich nanoindentation study to help develop a better 

understanding of the plastic deformation and fracture behavior of CaFe2As2. Three major 

deformation mechanisms were found: strain bursts, radial cracking, and lateral cracking. The 

strain bursts are related to the nucleation of −
1

2
 〈3 1 1̅〉{1 0 3}  dislocations under the 

indenter, which is a consequence of the lack of dislocation sources. Radial cracking is also 

present away from the indent, a result of the reduced constraint. Lateral cracking results from 

the atomically layered structure of CaFe2As2. DFT simulations reveal that ideal cleavage 

occurs on the (0 0 1) plane much more easily than the (100) plane, which confirms that 

CaFe2As2 possesses an atomic-scale layered structure. This special layered structure results 

from weak atomic bonding between the (0 0 1) Ca and Fe2As2 layers. 
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Chapter 7: Future work and direction of research 

 

 
7.1. Summary of Results 

 
The work in this dissertation has focused on the fundamental investigation of the 

intermetallic compound CaFe2As2. Here, superelasticity up to 13% and the potential for 

cryogenic linear shape memory effect have been discovered under an applied pressure along 

the c-axis. Further work has been done to show CaFe2As2 is a layered type material in which 

loading off axis causes a shearing or smearing effect called micaceous plasticity. The effects 

of a change in microstructure prove to have little effect on the overall mechanical properties of 

the material, while changing the temperature testing environment significantly decreases the 

onset stress of phase transformation as temperature decreases. These results show a huge 

potential for the future of this material and others like it, which include over 400 different 

variations of this ThCr2Si2 – type intermetallic compound. 

 

7.1.1. Superelasticity and cryogenic linear shape memory effect 

 

Shape memory materials have the ability to recover their original shape after a 

significant amount of deformation when they are subjected to certain stimuli, for instance, heat 

or magnetic fields. However, their performance is often limited by the energetics and geometry 

of the martensitic-austenitic phase transformation. Here, we reported a unique shape memory 

behavior in CaFe2As2, which exhibits superelasticity with over 13% recoverable strain, over 

3 GPa yield strength, repeatable stress–strain response even at the micrometer scale, and 

cryogenic linear shape memory effects near 50 K. These properties are achieved through a 

reversible uni-axial phase transformation mechanism, the tetragonal/orthorhombic-to-
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collapsed-tetragonal phase transformation. Our results offer the possibility of developing 

cryogenic linear actuation technologies with a high precision and high actuation power per 

unit volume for deep space exploration, and more broadly, suggest a mechanistic path to a 

class of shape memory materials, ThCr2Si2-structured intermetallic compounds. 

 

7.1.2. Micaceous plasticity 

 

Single-crystalline intermetallic compound CaFe2As2 are known to exhibit both 

superelasticity and micaceous plasticity, but these phenomena have not been studied in detail. 

Here we report a study  of  the  elastic  and plastic  deformation behaviors  for  CaFe2As2 single 

crystals grown in Sn-flux solution. The anisotropic mechanical response has been studied 

using micropillar compression tests performed in-situ within a scanning electron microscope. 

These data are compared with density functional theory calculations to develop an 

understanding of micaceous plasticity in terms of strongly anisotropic generalized stacking 

fault energies. The results of this work will offer design guidelines to produce mechanically 

robust superelastic structures. 

 

7.1.3. Uniaxial compression of [0 0 1] - oriented CaFe2As2 single crystal 

 

Uni-axial micropillar compression tests on a CaFe2As2 single crystal have recently 

revealed the existence of superelasticity with a giant elastic limit over 10%. The collapsed-

tetragonal phase transformation, which is the uni-axial process, is the main mechanism of 

superelasticity, and differs from the shear process of martensitic-austenitic transformation in 

conventional shape memory alloys. Usually, superelasticity and its related phase 

transformation behavior are strongly affected by microstructure and temperature. In this study, 

therefore, we investigated how microstructure and cryogenic temperature influence the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/intermetallic
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/plasticity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/plastic-deformation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/single-crystal
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/single-crystal
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/stacking-fault
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/stacking-fault
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superelasticity of CaFe2As2 using transmission electron microscopy, in-situ cryogenic 

micromechanical testing, and Density Functional Theory calculation. Microstructural and 

micromechanical characterizations suggest that superelasticity of CaFe2As2 would be sensitive 

to the existence of minor point defects. In addition, the decrease in temperature lowers the 

onset stress of the collapsed-tetragonal phase transformation. All experimental results are 

discussed in terms of two essential mechanisms of the collapsed-tetragonal phase 

transformation, the formation of As-As bonds and the collapse of Fe magnetic moments. Our 

research outcomes will shed a light on a fundamental understanding of superelasticity of 

CaFe2As2 under uni-axial compression. 

 

7.1.4. Nanoindentation 

 

Temperature plays a significant role in the phase transformation stage, specifically the 

onset stress of phase transformation. As temperature decreases especially down to 100 K, the 

on- set stress of phase transformation also decreases. However, past 100 K, the on-set stress 

stays relatively the same. This is shown in the pressure temperature diagram for CaFe2As2. 

 
 

7.2. Future work 

 
In this section, detailed descriptions of three proposed works are provided for the future 

research and the significance of CaFe2As2 and ThCr2Si2 – type intermetallic compounds. 

7.2.1. The development of near 0 K in-situ mechanical testing system 

 

Temperature change can have a significant effect on the material properties of a 

material especially on the mechanical behavior. In this dissertation research, cryogenics is the 

primary route for temperature testing of this material. As described, CaFe2As2 shows a 
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dramatic change in mechanical behavior particularly at low temperatures because of the strong 

temperature sensitivity of As-As bonds. Especially, below 100 K, it is probable to see shape 

memory effect because the collapsed tetragonal phase could be meta-stable due to the 

formation of stable As-As bonds, and the shape can be recovered by increasing temperature. 

Thus, it is necessary to combine in-situ micromechanical testing system with a cryogenic 

component to investigate how temperature change affects superelasticity and shape memory 

effects. In working with Janis Research Company, an in-situ cryogenic system was designed 

and developed for the SEM in our lab (Figure 7.1). Currently liquid nitrogen is being used in 

order to cool down the sample and the indenter head of our micromechanical compression 

device. The cryogenic study of researching temperature effect down to around 100 ~ 170 K was 

initiated with liquid nitrogen. Liquid nitrogen has a minimum temperature of 77 K, while our 

system would only cool down to a temperature around 130 K at first. This difference in 

temperature is due to heat transferring from the sample stage and also radiation. In order to 

minimize these two effects, we incorporated radiation shielding along the cooling copper wires 

and also changed the material of the sample stage to lower the thermal conductivity. Instead 

of alumina or titanium as a stage, we used high density polyethylene (HDPE) which allowed for 

cooling down to 100 K (Figure 7.2). In a second effect after successful mechanical testing 

using liquid nitrogen, liquid helium was implemented as a cooling agent in the system to 

hopefully reach a minimum temperature of around 40 K. 

Current testing shows the minimum temperature of the sample reaching ~ 37 K (Figure 

7.2) using liquid helium. Given that liquid helium reaches a minimum temperature of ~ 4 K, 

we once again see a loss in the system due to the two effects described above. However, this 

temperature is the coldest recorded to date when performing micropillar compression testing. 
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In an effort to reach near 0 K testing conditions the testing stage needs to be redesigned so that 

the path of cooling from the copper finger to the sample is minimized in an effort to take away 

heat transfer effects within he system. The current set-up allows for the sample stage to move 

in the x- y direction, where the indenter head is stationary and only allowed to move in the z-

direction to compress. However, if the indenter head could move in all three coordinates, while 

keeping the stage fixed, then this would make it significantly easier to fix the sample to the 

copper finger and still be able to line up a micropillar with the flat punch tip. This would need 

to be a collaboration with Nanomechanics in order to create a moveable stage for their actuator 

head. A simpler design that could be done with the use of the same indentation system currently 

in the SEM would be to extend the copper cold finger out into the chamber of the SEM so that 

it is under the electron beam. In doing this, a micropillar can be placed directly on the cold 

finger extension. For this to happen, a pillar will need to be fabricated using a focused ion beam 

and then using a TEM lift out method fixed onto a substrate that can be attached to the copper 

cold finger extension. Here the pillar can be compressed while in direct contact with the cold 

finger, optimizing the heat loss to and reaching a minimum temperature close to 4 K under 

liquid helium conditions (Figure 7.3). 

The research provided here has shown the possibility of testing micropillars at 

cryogenic temperatures down to ~ 37 K using liquid helium. However, the minimum 

temperature is limited to the system and design of the mechanical testing set-up. Given that 

liquid helium reaches a minimum temperature of ~ 4 K, it should be possible, with the right 

set up, for cryogenic testing to be done around this temperature near 0 K. Not only will this 

cryogenic system benefit the work of CaFe2As2, but also many other studies, due to the fact 

that this system will be one of only a handful of in-situ cryogenic micromechanical testing 
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systems around. Preliminary testing provides promising data for CaFe2As2 in that it has been 

seen that as the temperature of the system decreases, under a compressive load, the stress vs 

strain curve is shown to decrease. In particular, the on-set stress of phase transformation 

decreases with decreasing temperature as seen in Figure 7.4. This helps to show that phase 

transformation becomes easier at lower temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.1. Schematic of the in-situ cryogenic mechanical testing system. 
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Figure 7.2. Temperature profile with alumina, titanium and HDPE along with temperature 

sensor reading of 100 K and then another image of temperature sensor reading 37 K. 
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Figure 7.3. Schematic of new cryogenic in-situ uniaxial compression technique to potentially 

minimize the effects of radiation and heating. Here, a copper extension is fixed to the already 

in place copper cold finger in our in-situ system. A micropillar is fixed to a silicon carbide/ 

high density polymer substrate using TEM lift-out method which is then secured to the copper 

extension. 
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Figure 7.4. Stress vs strain curves of CaFe2As2 at temperatures ranging from 300 K down to 40 

K. These graphs show a decrease in the on-set stress as temperature decreases. 
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7.2.2. The development of a small-scale linear actuator under cryogenic temperatures for deep 

space 

 

CaFe2As2 has been discovered to potentially show shape memory effect under extreme 

cryogenic temperatures. Shape memory effect involves inducing deformation through loading 

the sample and then applying some sort of external stimulus such as heat. A temperature 

pressure diagram for CaFe2As2 can be seen in Figure 7.5(a) which depicts two different 

pathways in which the application of a load and the use of heating and cooling can be used in 

order to induce shape memory behavior and thermal actuation. The first, shape memory effect, 

involves (1) cooling of the sample below 40 K so that the orthorhombic phase of CaFe2As2 is 

present in the hysteresis region shown. Next, applying a load or pressure (Path 2) until a phase 

transition to collapsed tetragonal is reached, and when unloading the sample (Path 3), the phase 

stays as collapsed tetragonal due to this large hysteresis region in the T-P diagram. Here, we 

are able to apply a small amount of heat to raise the temperature of the sample past the critical 

~ 40 K temperature and finally revert back to the original orthorhombic phase. This process 

involves pressure to produce a 10% decrease along the c-axis, and then heating to fully recover 

the same 10% change. This is called linear shape memory effect. A schematic of this can be 

seen in Figure 7.5(b). 

The second possibility is actuation through cooling and heating. As seen in Figure 

7.5(a) this effect only has two paths in comparison to the previous which had four. As long as 

a certain pressure can be constantly applied to the sample, simple cooling (Path1’) and heating 

(Path 2’) can be applied in order to go back and forth between the tetragonal phase and the 

collapsed tetragonal phase. Figure 7.5(c) shows a schematic of this process in which the 10% 

of the c-axis can be changed through cooling and heating of the sample under a constant 

pressure. 
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This brings us to the potential of a device for space applications where high pressures 

and extremely cold temperatures are observed. CaFe2As2 has the ability to be used as an 

actuation or switching device in which under a certain minimum temperature (4 K for example) 

a load can be applied in which the devices stays in a compressed state (collapsed tetragonal 

phase), even when unloading. This can be used as the “OFF” terminal of a switch, and suddenly 

when the device is heated due to a malfunction or proximity to a heat source, the temperature 

of the device raises past a critical point in which it expands to the “ON” position to be used as 

a potential fail safe. A schematic of the described switching device can be seen in figure 7.6. 

This is only one of probably many ways to use CaFe2As2 or one of the other ThCr2Si2 - type 

intermetallic compounds purely for their mechanical properties. These also have been studied 

previously for their superconducting properties as well, which can eventually be coupled with 

the mechanical response of these materials. 
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Figure 7.5. Graph and schematics of (a)Temperature vs Pressure diagram showing two 

different paths of potential shape memory effect1516, (b) linear shape memory effect and (c) 

actuation by heating-cooling cycling. 

a) 
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Figure 7.6. Schematic of a switching device for applications under extremely low temperatures 

using cryogenic actuation. 

 

 
 

7.2.3. Using in-situ mechanical testing and DFT to further study a new class of superelastic and 

shape memory materials 

 

While experimental findings and studies are important in order to see in real time how 

a material behaves, it is not the only tool a materials scientist has at their disposal. 

Incorporating theoretical modeling is a huge benefit if it is applicable and also if it agrees with 

your data, which can help prove that your experiment was done correctly and your results are 

reasonable. In this case, density functional theory (DFT) can be used to investigate and predict 

the structural, electrical and magnetic properties of materials at the atomic scale. 

CaFe2As2 is only one of over 400 ThCr2Si2-type structure materials found by Roald 

Hoffmann et al.10, so rather than just blindly choosing materials from the long list, modeling 

can be done in order to filter out materials based on the lattice behavior found from the DFT 
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results and comparing them with CaFe2As2. Here it will be possible to theoretically determine 

other possible ThCr2Si2-type materials that might undergo this phase transformation process 

and produce this superelastic and shape memory behavior. The phase transition of these 

materials is due to the making and breaking of the bonding between the “Si-Si” type atoms in 

the ThCr2Si2- type structure. Due to this, it is possible to filter and study materials with certain 

lattice lengths between the “Si-Si” type atoms in order to see how these play a role in the onset 

of phase transition or even if this transition region is even possible. In looking at materials 

discovered by Hoffmann et al.10, lattice lengths are given for each element in each compound. 

In knowing that for CaFe2As2, the As bonds are collapsing causing this phase transformation 

we can see if there is a lattice length that could limit superleasticity or phase transformation. In 

using a single unit cell simulation which can be done in a matter of days we can produce a 

stress-strain curve to potentially filter out any other materials from this list (Figure 7.7) that 

exhibit phase transformation or superleasticity. 

Our preliminary DFT results, which is a 0 K simulation, showed that collapsed 

tetragonal phase of CaFe2As2 is thermodynamically meta-stable even at hydrostatic ‘tensile’ 

pressure (Figure 7.8). This implies that CaFe2As2 can keep its collapsed structure once it is 

compressed along c- axis near 0 K. Then, it can expand from collapsed tetragonal to 

orthorhombic phases by increasing the temperature. This is truly a shape memory effect. The 

meta-stability of the collapsed tetragonal phase at 0 K can be confirmed easily by running a 

simple unit cell compression test under a displacement control. Shape memory effect and 

superelasticity can be determined through looking at an energy-strain plot (Figure 7.9). In the 

case of CaFe2As2 where superelasticity and shape memory are both available, upon decreasing 

strain, the collapsed tetragonal phase reaches an energy minimum where there is an energy gap 
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or barrier between the collapsed tetragonal and the tetragonal phase. In order to breach this 

barrier a change in temperature is needed in order to provide enough energy to surpass this 

barrier and then spontaneously fall into the lowest energy state, the tetragonal phase. This gap 

and the addition of energy causing the phase transformation is what gives this material the 

characteristic of shape memory effect, while also being superelastic. However, in the case of 

LaRu2P2, another ThCr2Si2 – type compound, there is no energy gap. There is very little to no 

energy required in order to transition from the collapsed tetragonal phase to the tetragonal 

phase when decreasing strain. The fact that phase transformation is almost spontaneous without 

extra energy put in, leaves LaRu2P2 as being only superelastic. Initially testing at least 20 

different materials from the table (Figure 7.7), 10 having the largest interplanar spacing 

between the x-x or Si-Si – type atoms and 10 having the smallest spacing, it is possible see if 

a gap/barrier exists during the phase transition or not. The metastability of new bonds at 0 K 

must be checked by running DFT simulations. Research outcomes will be useful to see if a 

chosen ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compound can exhibit cryogenic shape memory effects or 

not and initially using DFT can save time a resource without having to grow these crystals, 

FIB/mill out pillars and perform multiple compression tests to prove statistical significance. 
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Figure 7.7. Table from Hoffmann et al. of the crystal parameters for some of the known 
ThCr2Si2 – type compounds10. 
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Figure 7.8. A single unit cell simulation of compressive stress-strain which shows the meta- 

stability of the cT phase at 0 K done by Prof. Christopher Weinberger at Colorado State 

University. Note that collapsed tetragonal can be meta-stable between the hydrostatic tensile 

stress (near -1 GPa) and zero stress. This implies that it is possible to keep collapsed tetragonal 

phase near 0 K even after relaxation. 
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Figure 7.9. Schematic energy vs strain curves for CaFe2As2 (Left) and LaRu2P2 (Right). 

CaFe2As2 exhibits both superelasticity and also shape memory effect. Shape memory effect can 

be explained due a gap in energy, where the material is trapped in a metastable collapsed 

tetragonal phase until enough heat is applied in order to break the energy barrier and return 

back to the tetragonal phase. LaRu2P2 does not exhibit this gap in energy and therefore 

spontaneously reverts back to the tetragonal phase. 
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Appendix 

 
Note 3.1 100 cyclic compression test 

 
We performed the 100 cyclic test with 20 nm/sec of displacement rate and 6 mN of 

maximum load, and the time-load curve in the inset clearly shows that our micropillar 

experiences all three stages (I, II and III) for each cycle. So, the forward and backward phase 

transformation should occur every cycle. 

SEM images before and after the cyclic test confirms no height change. Thus, CaFe2As2 

does not shows any residual deformation after 100 cycles, which implies the fatigue resistance 

better than that shape memory ceramic micropillars that typically fails before 5~30 cycles of 

forward-backward transition. As discussed in the manuscript, cT transition occurs by simple 

bond adhesion between As layers, which would not introduce a significant stress concentration 

in the course of phase transformation. Also, we expect a superior fatigue resistance. 
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Appendix Figure 3.1. The time-load curve of 100 cyclic compression test. The non-linear 

curve of the first two cycles in the inset clearly shows that cT phase transformation occurs 

every cycle. CaFe2As2 Micropillar before and after 100 cycles of forward-backward 

transformation. This image shows that there is no residual plastic deformation after 100 cycles. 
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Note 3.2 DFT stress – strain results 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 
Appendix Figure 3.2. A uni-axial stress-strain curve of a single unit cell of CaFe2As2. At 

about 8% uniaxial compression, the cell changes to the collapsed tetragonal unit cell with a 

reduced c- axis length. The reference value for c0 is taken as the equilibrium value for c in the 

orthorhombic structure. The stress changes abruptly and the moment on the iron atoms 

vanishes. 
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Note 3.3 DFT internal energy – strain results 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Appendix Figure 3.3. A plot of the internal energy of CaFe2As2 under uniaxial loading. 

The energy is evaluated at each indicated strain and is plotted per formula unit of CaFe2As2. 

Note that the lateral stresses were allowed to relax during uniaxial loading to relieve the lateral 

stresses. 
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Note 3.4 Preliminary results on LaRu2Ps 

 
We recently tested LaRu2P2, which is another ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic compound 

(Figure 3.4(a)). This material also undergoes collapsed tetragonal phase transformation, and 

exhibit superelasticity. One of the notable mechanical properties is the ultra-high yield strength 

(~7 GPa) (Figure 3.4(b)). Thus, regardless of superelastic strain smaller than that of CaFe2As2, 

the actuation work is still excellent due to the ultra-high yield strength. Note that there is a 

region of decreasing contact stiffness (Figure 3.4(c)). Note that the decrease in contact stiffness 

is an another evidence of structural collapse because collapsed tetragonal phase is much stiffer 

than tetragonal phase. Our preliminary results show that superelasticity associated with 

collapsed tetragonal phase transition found in CaFe2As2 is only one manifestation of a wider 

class of such transitions found in significant number of ThCr2Si2-type intermetallic 

compounds. This is very important to search for industrial applicable (non-toxic) superelastic 

intermetallic compounds. 
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Appendix Figure 3.4. Superelastic intermetallic compound, LaRu2P2. (a) Optical image of 

single crystalline LaRu2P2 (b) Stress-strain curve of [0 0 1] LaRu2P2. LaRu2P2 also exhibit the 
distinct three stages of deformation, which is the characteristic of superelastic and shape 

memory material (not published). (c) Contact stiffness as a function of strain. The decrease in 

contact stiffness implies that LaRu2P2 is collapsed during deformation. 
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